
If we observe some sugar and some soil (mitti) placed on two different sheets of paper with a magnifying
glass, we will find that the colour, shape and size of all the particles of sugar are the same, but the soil
contains particles of different colours, shapes and sizes. For example, the soil contains clay particles,

some grass particles and even some dead insects, etc. Now, sugar which contains particles of only one kind
is called a pure substance whereas soil which contains particles of different kinds is called an impure
substance (or mixture). From this we conclude that all the matter around us is not pure. The matter

around us is of two types : pure substances and mixtures. The mixtures are impure substances. We will
now discuss pure substances and mixtures in a little more detail.

Pure Substances : Elements  and Compounds

A pure substance is one which is made up of only one kind of particles. These particles may be atoms
or molecules. So, we can also say that a pure substance is one which is made up of only one kind of atoms or

IS MATTER AROUND
US PURE

2

(a) Sugar is a pure substance (b) Soil is an impure substance (or mixture)
Figure 1. The matter around us is of two types : pure substances and mixtures.
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molecules. For example, sulphur element is made up of only one kind of particles (called sulphur atoms),
therefore, sulphur is a pure substance. Similarly, water is made up of only one kind of particles (called
water molecules), therefore, water is a pure substance. All the elements and compounds are pure substances
because they contain only one kind of particles. Thus, all the elements like hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,
chlorine, bromine, iodine, carbon, sulphur, iron, copper, silver, gold, mercury and silicon, are pure
substances. Similarly, all the compounds such as water (including ice and steam), carbon dioxide, sodium
chloride, sugar, copper sulphate, alum (aluminium potassium sulphate), calcium oxide, sodium hydroxide,
hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, nitric acid, potassium permanganate, camphor, naphthalene and sand
(silicon dioxide), are pure substances. A pure substance is homogeneous throughout its mass. A pure
substance cannot be separated into other kinds of matter by any physical process. A pure substance has a
fixed composition as well as a fixed melting point and boiling point.

Impure Substances : Mixtures

A mixture is one which contains two or more different kinds of particles (atoms or molecules). In
other words, a mixture contains two or more pure substances mixed together. For example, salt solution
is a mixture of two pure substances : salt and water. And milk is a mixture of water, fat and proteins, etc.
All the mixtures are impure substances because they contain more than one kind of particles. Some of the
examples of the mixtures are : salt solution, sugar solution, milk, sea-water, air, sugarcane juice, soft
drinks, sharbat, jaggery (gud),  rocks, minerals, petroleum, LPG, biogas, tap water, tea, coffee, paint,
wood, soil and bricks. A mixture may be homogeneous or heterogeneous. A mixture can be separated into
other kinds of matter by physical  processes. A mixture does not have a fixed composition or a fixed
melting point and boiling point. Most of the matter around us exists as mixtures of two or more pure
substances.

From the above discussion we conclude that on the basis of their properties, all the matter can be
divided into three general classes : elements, compounds and mixtures. A schematic representation of
the different types of matter is given below.

MATTER

PURE SUBSTANCES MIXTURES
More than one

substance present
Only one substance

present : no impurities

ELEMENTS
Cannot be
divided into

simpler
substances

COMPOUNDS
Made from
elements

chemically
bonded
together

HOMOGENEOUS
MIXTURES

(SOLUTIONS)
Substances

completely mixed.
Mixture exists in

one state (or
one phase)

HETEROGENEOUS
MIXTURES

(SUSPENSIONS
AND COLLOIDS)

Substances separate.
One state (or one

phase) spread
throughout the other

Figure 2. Gold is an element. It is a
pure substance.

Figure 3. Sodium chloride is a
compound. It is also a pure substance.

Figure 4. Jaggery (gud or Indian raw
sugar) is a mixture. It is an impure
substance.
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We will now discuss the three types of matter, elements, compounds and mixtures, in detail.
Before we discuss elements, we should know the meaning of three terms which are used in distinguishing

metal elements from non-metal elements. These are malleability, ductility and brittleness.

(i) The property which allows the metals to be hammered (or beaten) into thin sheets (without breaking),
is called malleability.

(ii) The property which allows the metals to be drawn (or stretched) into thin wires (without breaking)
is called ductility.

(iii) The property due to which non-metals break into pieces on hammering, is called brittleness. Brittleness
is the opposite of malleability and ductility.

ELEMENTS

An element is a substance which cannot be split up into two or more simpler substances by the
usual chemical methods of applying heat, light or electric energy. For example, hydrogen is an element
because it cannot be split up into two or more simpler substances by the usual methods of carrying out
chemical reactions by applying heat, light or electricity. Similarly, oxygen is an element because it cannot
be broken down into simpler substances by chemical methods. On the other hand, water is not an element
because it can be split up into two simpler substances, hydrogen and oxygen, by electricity.

An element cannot be split up into two (or more) simpler substances because it is made of only one
kind of atoms. This gives us another definition of an element which can be stated as follows : An element
is a substance which is made of only one kind of atoms. For example, copper metal is made of only one

kind of atoms called ‘copper atoms’, so copper metal is an element (see Figure 5). Similarly, iron metal is
made of only iron atoms, so iron metal is  also an element (see Figure 6). It is clear from the above discussion
that an element is made of same kind of atoms. In other words, all the atoms of an element are identical.
The atoms of different elements differ in size and composition.

There are 118 elements known at present, out of which 94 elements occur in nature, while the remaining
24 elements have been prepared artificially. Every substance in this world is made up of one or more of
these elements. Some of the common elements are : hydrogen, helium, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, sulphur,

Cu Cu Cu Cu

Cu Cu Cu Cu

Cu Cu Cu Cu

Cu Cu Cu Cu

Only
copper
atoms

Only
iron
atoms

Fe Fe Fe Fe

Fe Fe Fe Fe

Fe Fe Fe Fe

Fe Fe Fe Fe

Figure 5. Copper is an element. It is made of Figure 6. Iron is an element. It is made of only
 only copper atoms.  iron atoms.

(a) Sodium (b) Diamond (a form of
carbon element)

(c) Chromium

Figure 7. These pictures show some of the elements which occur in nature.

(d) Mercury
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phosphorus, chlorine, bromine, iodine, sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, aluminium, copper, silver,
gold, zinc, iron, silicon, tin and mercury. Diamond and graphite are also elements. They are the allotropic
forms of carbon element. Each element is represented by a separate symbol.

Elements can be solids, liquids or gases. Some elements are solids, some elements are liquids whereas
other elements are gases at the room temperature. For example, sodium and carbon elements are solids,
mercury and bromine elements are liquids, whereas hydrogen and oxygen elements are gases, at the room
temperature. In fact, majority of the elements are solids. Eleven elements are gases whereas only two
elements (mercury and bromine) are liquids at the room temperature.

Most of the materials around us are made up by the
combination of two or more elements. For example, water is a
common material which is made up of two elements : Hydrogen
and Oxygen. Similarly, sugar is a common material which is
made up of three elements : Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen.
Just as 26 letters of the ‘English alphabet’ combine in various
different ways to make a very large number of words, in the
same way, a few elements combine together in various
different ways to make an extremely large number of materials
and objects. Even the human body is made up of complex
compounds formed by the combination of only certain elements.
For example, the human body contains 65% oxygen element,
18% carbon element, 10% hydrogen element, 3% nitrogen
element, 2% calcium element and 2% other elements.

Metals, Non-Metals and Metalloids

On the basis of their properties, all the elements can be divided into three groups :
1. Metals,
2. Non-metals, and
3. Metalloids

We will now discuss these three groups of elements in somewhat detail, one by one. Let us start with
metals.

METALS
A metal is an element that is malleable and ductile, and conducts electricity. Some of the examples of

metals are : Iron, Copper, Aluminium, Zinc, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Chromium, Sodium, Potassium,

Magnesium, Nickel, Cobalt, Tin, Lead, Cadmium, Mercury,  Antimony, Tungsten, Manganese and Uranium.
All the metals are solids except one metal mercury, which is a liquid.

Figure 8. Water (H2O) is a common material
which is made up of two elements : Hydrogen (H)
and Oxygen (O).

Figure 9. Aluminium, magnesium, zinc and silver are all metals.
(a) Aluminium (b) Magnesium (c) Zinc (d) Silver© S
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Properties of Metals

The important physical properties of metals are given below :

1. Metals are Malleable. This means that  metals can be beaten into thin sheets with a hammer (without
breaking). Gold and silver metals are some of the best malleable metals. Aluminium and copper metals are
also highly malleable metals. All these metals can be beaten with a hammer to form very thin sheets called
foils. For example, silver metal can be hammered into thin silver foils because of its high malleability. The
silver foils are used for decorating sweets. Similarly, aluminium metal is quite malleable and can be converted
into thin sheets called aluminium foils. Aluminium foils are used for packing food items like biscuits,
chocolates, medicines, cigarettes, etc. Milk bottle caps are also made of aluminium foil. Aluminium sheets
are used for making cooking utensils. Copper metal is also highly malleable. So, copper sheets are used to
make utensils and other containers. Thus, malleability is an important characteristic property of metals.

2. Metals are Ductile. This means that metals can be drawn (or stretched) into thin wires. All the
metals are not equally ductile. Some are more ductile than the others. Gold and silver are among the best
ductile metals. For example, just 100 milligrams of a highly ductile metal like silver can be drawn into a
thin wire about 200 metres long. Copper and aluminium metals are also very ductile and can be drawn into
thin wires which are used in electrical wiring. Thus, ductility is another important characteristic property
of metals. From the above discussion we conclude that metals are malleable and ductile. It is due to the
properties of malleability and ductility that metals can be given different shapes to make various articles.

3. Metals are Good Conductors of Heat and Electricity. This means that metals allow heat and electricity
to pass through them easily. Metals are generally good conductors of heat (The conduction of heat is also
called thermal conductivity). Silver metal is the best conductor of heat.
It has the highest thermal conductivity. Copper and aluminium metals
are also very good conductors of heat. The cooking utensils and water
boilers, etc., are usually made of copper or aluminium metals because
they are very good conductors of heat. The poorest conductor of heat
among the metals is lead. Mercury metal is also a poor conductor of
heat.

Metals are good conductors of electricity. The metals offer very little
resistance to the flow of electric current and hence show high electrical
conductivity. Silver metal is the best conductor of electricity.  Copper
metal is the next best conductor of electricity followed by gold, aluminium
and tungsten. The electric wires are made of copper and aluminium
metals because they are very good conductors of electricity. The metals
like iron and mercury offer comparatively greater resistance to the flow
of current, so they have lower electrical conductivity.

4. Metals are Lustrous (or Shiny), and can be Polished. For example, gold, silver and copper are shiny
metals and they can be polished. The property of a metal of having a shining surface is called metallic
lustre (chamak). The shiny appearance of metals makes them useful in making jewellery and decoration
pieces. For example, gold and silver are used for making jewellery because they are bright and shiny. The
shiny surface of metals makes them good reflectors of light. Silver metal is an excellent reflector of light.

5. Metals are Generally Hard (except sodium and potassium which are soft metals). Most of the metals
are hard. But all the metals are not equally hard. The hardness varies from metal to metal. Most of the
metals like iron, copper, aluminium, etc., are very hard. They cannot be cut with a knife. There are some
exceptions. Sodium and potassium are soft metals which can be easily cut with a knife.

6. Metals are Usually Strong. They Have High Tensile Strength. This means that metals can hold
large weights without breaking. For example, iron metal (in the form of steel) is very strong having a high
tensile strength. Due to this iron metal is used in the construction of bridges, buildings, railway lines,

Figure 10. These electric wires are
made of copper metal.
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girders, machines, vehicles and chains, etc. Though most of the metals
are strong but some of the metals are not strong. For example, sodium
and potassium metals are not strong. They have low tensile strength.

7.  Metals are Solids at the Room Temperature (except mercury
which is a liquid metal). All the metals like iron, copper, aluminium,
silver and gold, etc., are solids at the room temperature. Only one metal,
mercury, is in liquid state at the room temperature.

8.  Metals Generally Have High Melting Points and Boiling Points.
This means that most of the metals melt and vaporise at high
temperatures. For example, iron is a metal having a high melting point
of 1535°C. This means that solid iron melts and turns into liquid iron
(or molten iron) on heating to a high temperature of 1535°C. Copper
metal has also a high melting point of 1083°C. There are, however, some
exceptions. For example, sodium and potassium metals have low
melting points (of less than 100°C). Another metal gallium has such a
low melting point that it starts melting in hand (by the heat of our body).

9. Metals Have High Densities. This means that metals are heavy
substances. For example, the density of iron metal is 7.8 g/cm3 which is
quite high. There are, however, some exceptions. Sodium and potassium
metals have low densities. They are very light metals.

10. Metals are Sonorous. This means that metals make a ringing
sound when we strike them. It is due to the property of sonorousness
of metals that they are used for making bells, plate type musical instruments like cymbals (manjira), and
wires (or strings) for stringed musical instruments such as violin, guitar, sitar and tanpoora, etc.

11. Metals Usually Have a Silver or Grey Colour (except copper and gold). Copper has a reddish-
brown colour whereas gold has a yellow colour.

Metals are widely used in our daily life for a large number of purposes. The cooking utensils, electric
fans, sewing machines, cars, buses, trucks, trains, ships and aeroplanes, are all made of metals or mixtures
of metals called alloys. In fact, the list of articles made of metals which we use in our daily life is unending.

NON-METALS
A non-metal is an element that is neither malleable nor ductile, and does not conduct electricity.

Some of the examples of non-metals are : Carbon, Sulphur, Phosphorus, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen,
Fluorine, Chlorine, Bromine, Iodine, Helium, Neon, Argon, Krypton, and Xenon. Diamond and Graphite

are also non-metals. They are  the allotropic forms of carbon. All the non-metals are solids or gases, except
bromine which is a liquid non-metal at room temperature.

Figure 11. Iron is a very important
metal. We use about nine times more
iron than all the other metals put
together. Iron is made into steel and
used for making large things like
bridges (see above), as well as small
things like needles.

(a) Carbon (b) Sulphur (c) Bromine
 (inside the flask)

(d) Chlorine
 (inside the gas jar)

Figure 12. Carbon, sulphur, bromine and chlorine are all non-metals.
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Properties of Non-Metals

The physical properties of non-metals are just the opposite of the physical properties of metals. The
important physical properties of non-metals are given below :

1. Non-Metals are Not Malleable. Non-Metals are Brittle. This means that non-metals cannot be beaten
into thin sheets with a hammer. Non-metals break into small pieces when hammered. For example, sulphur
and phosphorus are solid non-metals which are not malleable, they cannot be beaten into thin sheets with
a hammer. Thus, we cannot get thin sheets from non-metals. Sulphur and phosphorus non-metals are
brittle. When beaten with a hammer, they break into small pieces. Brittleness is a characteristic property
of solid non-metals.

2. Non-Metals are Not Ductile. This means that non-metals cannot be drawn into
wires. They are easily snapped on stretching. For example, sulphur and phosphorus
are non-metals and they are not ductile. When stretched, sulphur and phosphorus
break into pieces and do not form wires. Thus, we cannot get wires from non-metals.
From the above discussion we conclude that : Non-metals are neither malleable nor
ductile. Non-metals are brittle.

3. Non-Metals are Bad Conductors of Heat and Electricity.  This means that non-
metals do not allow heat and electricity to pass through them. For example, sulphur
and phosphorus are non-metals which do not conduct heat or electricity. Many of the
non-metals are, in fact, insulators. There are, however, some exceptions. A form of the
carbon element, diamond is a non-metal which is a good conductor of heat. And
another form of carbon element, graphite is a non-metal which is a good conductor
of electricity. Being a good conductor of electricity, graphite is used for making
electrodes (as that in dry cells).

4. Non-Metals are Not Lustrous (Not Shiny). They are Dull in Appearance. Non-
metals do not have lustre (chamak) which means that non-metals do not have a shining
surface. The solid non-metals have a dull appearance. For example, sulphur and
phosphorus are non-metals which have no lustre, that is, they do not have a shining
surface. They appear to be dull. There is, however, an exception. Iodine is a non-
metal having lustrous appearance. It has a shining surface (like that of metals).

5. Non-Metals are Generally Soft (except diamond which is  extremely hard non-metal). Most of the
solid non-metals are quite soft. They can be easily cut with a knife. For example, sulphur and phosphorus
are solid non-metals which are quite soft and can be easily cut with a knife. Only one non-metal carbon (in
the form of diamond) is very hard. In fact, diamond (which is an allotropic form of carbon) is the hardest
natural substance known.

6. Non-Metals are Not Strong. They Have Low Tensile Strength. This means that non-metals cannot
hold large weights (without breaking). For example, graphite is a non-metal which is not strong. It has a
low tensile strength. When a large weight is placed on a graphite sheet, it breaks.

7. Non-Metals may be Solid, Liquid or Gases at the Room Temperature. Non-metals can exist in all
the three physical states : solid, liquid and gaseous. For example, carbon, sulphur and phosphorus are solid
non-metals; bromine is a liquid non-metal; whereas hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and chlorine are gaseous
non-metals.

8. Non-Metals Have Comparatively Low Melting Points and Boiling Points (except graphite which is
a non-metal having a very high melting point). This means that non-metals melt and vaporise at
comparatively low temperatures. For example, sulphur is a non-metal having a low melting point of 119°C.
Only one non-metal graphite has a very high melting point (of 3700°C). The majority of non-metals have
very low boiling points due to which they exist as gases at room temperature.

Figure 13. The black
electrode in the middle
of this dry cell is made
of graphite because it is
a good conductor of
electricity.
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Figure 14. Carbon is a non-metal. Carbon based
organic molecules form the basis of all life on
earth : animals (including human beings) as
well as plants.

9. Non-Metals Have Low Densities. This means that non-metals are light substances. For example,
sulphur is a solid non-metal having a low density of 2 g/cm3, which is quite low. The density of gaseous
non-metals is very, very low. One non-metal iodine has, however, high density.

10. Non-Metals are Not Sonorous. This means that solid non-metals do not make a ringing sound
when we strike them.

11. Non-Metals Have Many Different Colours. For example, sulphur is yellow, phosphorus is white or
red, graphite is black, chlorine is yellowish-green, bromine is red-brown whereas hydrogen and oxygen are
colourless.

Though non-metals are small in number as compared to
metals, but they play a very important role in our daily life. In
fact, life would not have been possible without the presence
of non-metals on the earth. For example, carbon is one of the
most important non-metals because all the life on this earth is
based on carbon compounds. This is because the carbon
compounds like proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins and
enzymes, etc., are essential for the growth and development of
living organisms. Another non-metal oxygen is equally important
for the existence of life. This is because the presence of oxygen
gas in air is essential for breathing to maintain life. It is also
necessary for the combustion (or burning) of fuels which provide
us energy for various purposes.

We have just studied the characteristic properties of metals
and non-metals. We will now compare the properties of metals and non-metals in tabular form by giving
the main points of difference between them.

Comparison Among the Properties of Metals and Non-Metals

Metals Non-Metals

1. Metals are malleable and ductile. That is, metals 1. Non-metals are brittle. They are neither malleable
can be hammered into thin sheets  and drawn into  nor ductile.
thin wires.

2. Metals are good conductors of heat and 2. Non-metals are bad conductors of heat and
electricity. electricity (except diamond which is a good

conductor of heat, and graphite which is a good
conductor of electricity).

3. Metals are lustrous (shiny) and can be polished. 3. Non-metals are non-lustrous (dull) and cannot be
polished (except iodine which is a lustrous
non-metal).

4. Metals are solids at room temperature (except 4. Non-metals may be solid, liquid or gases at the
mercury which is a liquid metal). room temperature.

5. Metals are strong and tough. They have 5. Non-metals are not strong. They have low  tensile
high tensile strength. strength.

6. Metals are sonorous. They make a ringing sound 6. Non-metals are not sonorous.
when struck.

An element can be identified as being a metal or a non-metal by comparing its properties with the
general properties of metals and non-metals. While doing so we should, however, keep the various exceptions
to the general properties of metals and non-metals in mind. We will now answer one question based on
metals and non-metals.
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Sample Problem. State two reasons for believing that copper is a metal and sulphur is a non-metal.

Answer. The two properties which tell us that copper is a metal and sulphur is a non-metal are given
below :

Copper Sulphur

1. Copper is malleable and ductile. It can be hammered 1. Sulphur is neither malleable nor ductile. It is brittle.
into thin sheets and drawn  into wires. Sulphur breaks into pieces when hammered or stretched.

2. Copper is a good conductor of heat and electricity. 2. Sulphur is a bad conductor of heat and electricity.

METALLOIDS
There are a few elements which show some properties of metals and other properties of non-metals.

For example, they look like metals but they are brittle like non-metals. They are neither conductors of
electricity like metals nor insulators like non-metals, they are semiconductors. The elements which show

some properties of metals and some other properties of non-metals are called metalloids. Their properties
are intermediate between the properties of metals and non-metals. Metalloids are also sometimes called
semi-metals. The important examples of metalloids are : Boron (B), Silicon (Si), and Germanium (Ge).

MIXTURES
A mixture is a substance which consists of two or more elements or compounds not chemically

combined together. For example, air is a mixture of gases like oxygen, nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide and
water vapour, etc. The various gases of the air are not chemically combined with one another. Similarly,
gunpowder is a mixture of potassium nitrate, sulphur and charcoal (charcoal is a form of carbon), whereas
brass is a mixture of copper and zinc. All the solutions are mixtures. For example, salt-solution (brine) is

Figure 15. Boron, silicon and germanium elements are metalloids.
(a) Boron (b) Silicon (c) Germanium

Figure 16. Milk is a mixture of water, fat,
proteins, sugar, minerals and vitamins.

Figure 17. This picture shows fat globules in milk as
seen under the high power microscope.
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a mixture of common salt (sodium chloride) in water. Please note that the various substances present in a
mixture are known as ‘‘constituents of the mixture’’ or ‘‘components of the mixture’’. Some of the examples
of mixtures are : Air, Gunpowder, Brass, Salt solution, Sugar solution, Milk, Sea-water, Ink, Kerosene oil,
Petrol, Petroleum, Lime-water, Paint, Glass, Coal, Soil, Wood, Blood, Starch solution, Soap solution, Iron
and sulphur mixture, Dyes, Alcohol and water, Petrol and water, Chalk-water mixture, Soda water, Soft
drinks, Lemonade, Vinegar, Muddy river water, Flour in water, Milk of Magnesia, Butter, Cheese, Face
cream, Shaving cream, Hair spray, Smoke, Fog and Mist.

Types of Mixtures

Mixtures are of two types :
1. Homogeneous mixtures, and
2. Heterogeneous mixtures.

Those mixtures in which the substances are completely mixed together and are indistinguishable
from one another, are called homogeneous mixtures. A homogeneous mixture has a uniform composition
throughout its mass. It has no visible boundaries of separation between the various constituents. A mixture
of sugar in water (called sugar solution) is a homogeneous mixture because all the parts of sugar solution
have the same sugar-water composition and appear to be equally sweet ! There is no visible boundary of
separation between sugar and water particles in a sugar solution. A mixture of two (or more) miscible
liquids is also a homogeneous mixture. For example, a mixture of alcohol and water is a homogeneous
mixture. Unpolluted air is a homogeneous mixture of gases like oxygen, nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide
and water-vapour, etc. All the homogeneous mixtures are called solutions. Some of the examples of
homogeneous mixtures (or solutions) are : Sugar solution, Salt solution, Copper sulphate solution, Sea-
water, Alcohol and water mixture, Petrol and oil mixture, Soda water, Soft drinks, Lemonade, Vinegar,
Brass, Air, Kerosene oil, and Petrol. Please note that kerosene and petrol are not single substances, they are
mixtures of various compounds of carbon and hydrogen (called hydrocarbons).

Those mixtures in which the substances remain separate and one substance is spread throughout the
other substance as small particles, droplets or bubbles, are called heterogeneous mixtures. A heterogeneous
mixture does not have a uniform composition throughout its mass. It has visible boundaries of separation
between the various constituents. The mixture of sugar and sand is a heterogeneous mixture because different
parts of this mixture will have different sugar-sand compositions. Some parts of this mixture will have
more of sugar particles whereas other parts will have more of sand particles. There is a visible boundary of
separation between sugar and sand particles. The suspensions of solids in liquids are also heterogeneous

Figure 18.  Mixtures can be homogeneous or heterogeneous.

(a) Copper sulphate solution is a
homogeneous mixture

(b) Chalk and water mixture is a
heterogeneous mixture
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mixtures. For example, a suspension of chalk in water is a heterogeneous mixture. A mixture containing
two (or more) immiscible liquids is also a heterogeneous mixture. For example, a mixture of petrol and
water is a heterogeneous mixture. As we will learn after a while, all the suspensions and colloids are
heterogeneous mixtures. Some of the examples of heterogeneous mixtures are : Sugar and sand mixture,
Salt and sand mixture, Polluted air, Gunpowder, Milk, Ink, Petroleum, Paint, Glass, Coal, Soil, Wood,
Blood, Starch solution, Soap solution, Iron filings and sulphur Mixture, Dyes, Petrol and water mixture,
Chalk and water mixture, Muddy river water, Flour in water, Milk of Magnesia, Butter, Cheese, Face cream,
Shaving cream, Hair spray, Fog and Mist.  Most of the mixtures are heterogeneous, only solutions and
alloys are homogeneous mixtures. We will now take one example to understand the characteristics of
mixtures.

To Study the Properties of a Mixture of Iron and Sulphur

When iron filings (or iron powder) and sulphur powder are mixed together, a greyish-yellow mixture
is obtained. Let us study the properties of this mixture.

1. If we put a magnet in the mixture of iron filings and sulphur, the
iron particles are attracted by the magnet, they stick to the magnet and get
separated from sulphur (see Figure 19). Sulphur is not attracted by the
magnet, so it is left behind. Thus, a mixture of iron filings and sulphur has
been separated into its constituents, iron and sulphur, by the physical
method of using a magnet.

Alternatively, if we shake the mixture of iron filings and sulphur with
an organic liquid known as carbon disulphide (CS2), then sulphur dissolves
in it but iron does not dissolve. On filtration, iron is obtained as a residue
and sulphur is recovered from the filtrate by evaporating carbon disulphide.
Thus, a mixture of iron filings and sulphur has been separated by another
physical method of using carbon disulphide solvent (followed by filtration
and evaporation). From these two experiments we conclude that a mixture can be separated into its
constituents by physical processes (like filtration, evaporation, sublimation, distillation, solvents, magnet,
etc.).

2. If dilute sulphuric acid is added to the mixture of iron filings and sulphur, the iron part reacts with
sulphuric acid and hydrogen gas is produced (which is a colourless and odourless gas). Sulphur remains
unchanged. This shows that a mixture of iron and sulphur shows the properties of iron. Now, if this mixture
of iron and sulphur is treated with carbon disulphide, the sulphur part dissolves in it leaving the iron
unchanged. This means that a mixture of iron filings and sulphur also shows the properties of sulphur. If
we combine these two results, we can say that a mixture of iron filings and sulphur shows the properties of
both its constituents, iron as well as sulphur. In general we can say that a mixture shows the properties of
all the constituents present in it.

3. When iron filings are mixed with sulphur powder to prepare the mixture, heat is neither evolved nor
absorbed. In general, energy (in the form of heat, light, etc.) is usually neither given out nor absorbed in
the preparation of a mixture. So, the formation of a mixture is a physical change.

4. We can mix any amounts of iron filings and sulphur powder to get mixtures having different
compositions. Thus, a mixture of iron filings and sulphur has a variable composition. Since its composition
is variable, no definite formula can be given to a mixture of iron filings and sulphur. From this discussion
we conclude that the composition of a mixture is variable, the constituents can be present in any proportion
by mass. Due to its variable composition, a mixture does not have a definite formula.

5. A mixture of iron filings and sulphur does not melt at a single fixed temperature. From this we
conclude that a mixture does not have a definite melting point, boiling point, etc.

Magnet

Magnet
separates
iron filings
from sulphur

Mixture of iron filings
and sulphur powder

Figure 19. A mixture of iron and
sulphur can be separated by using a
magnet.
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6. If we examine the mixture of iron filings and sulphur powder with a magnifying glass, it is found
that though the iron particles are quite close to the sulphur particles, at some places there are more of iron
particles whereas at other places there are more of sulphur particles. That is, a mixture of iron filings and
sulphur is not homogeneous, it is heterogeneous. Though most of the mixtures are heterogeneous, some
mixtures called solutions and alloys are, however, homogeneous. From this we conclude that a mixture is
usually heterogeneous (except solutions and alloys which are homogeneous mixtures). We will now
discuss compounds.

COMPOUNDS
A compound is a substance made up of two or more elements chemically combined in a fixed

proportion by mass. For example, water (H2O) is a compound made up of two elements, hydrogen and
oxygen, chemically combined in a fixed proportion of 1 : 8 by mass (Atomic masses : H = 1 u, O = 16 u, so
H2 : O = 2 u : 16 u or 1 : 8). Similarly, common salt (sodium chloride, NaCl) is a compound made up of two
elements, sodium and chlorine; ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) is a compound made up of three elements,
nitrogen, hydrogen and chlorine; sand (silicon dioxide, SiO2) is a compound of silicon and oxygen, and
marble (calcium carbonate, CaCO3) is a compound made up of calcium, carbon and oxygen elements.

Some more examples of compounds are : Ammonia (NH3), Carbon dioxide (CO2), Ice (H2O), Steam (H2O),
Chalk (Calcium carbonate, CaCO3), Limestone (Calcium carbonate, CaCO3), Lime or Quicklime (Calcium
oxide, CaO), Slaked lime [Calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2], Methane (CH4), Glucose (C6H12O6), Sugar or
Canesugar (C12H22O11), Starch [(C6H10O5)n], Baking soda (Sodium hydrogencarbonate, NaHCO3), Washing
soda (Sodium carbonate, Na2CO3), Potassium nitrate (KNO3), Potassium sulphate (K2SO4), Sodium sulphate
(Na2SO4), Copper sulphate (CuSO4), Iron sulphide (FeS), Hydrochloric acid (HCl), Sulphuric acid (H2SO4),
Nitric acid (HNO3), Hydrogen bromide (HBr) and Sodium hydroxide (NaOH). We have given the formulae
of all these compounds so that you may be able to write the names of the elements present in them.
Compounds can be further divided into three classes : acids, bases and salts, on the basis of their
properties. For example, sulphuric acid is an acid, sodium hydroxide is a base whereas sodium sulphate is
a salt. We will now take one example to understand the characteristic properties of a compound.

To Study the Properties of a Compound of Iron and Sulphur

When the mixture of iron filings and sulphur powder is heated, a black compound known as iron
sulphide (FeS) is formed. Let us examine the properties of this compound to find out the difference between
a compound and a mixture.

1. If a magnet is put in the iron sulphide compound, iron does not get separated from sulphur (see
Figure 21). Even carbon disulphide solvent cannot separate the sulphur from iron sulphide compound.
This means that the iron sulphide compound cannot be separated into its constituents by physical methods.
In general we can say that a compound cannot be separated into its components by physical methods.

Figure 20. Calcium carbonate, sodium hydroxide and copper sulphate are compounds.

(a) Calcium carbonate (in the
form of marble)

(b) Sodium hydroxide (in the form
of pellets)

(c) Copper sulphate
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2. When dilute sulphuric acid is added to iron sulphide compound, we get a
colourless, foul smelling gas called hydrogen sulphide (having the smell of rotten
eggs). No hydrogen gas is formed in this case. This means that iron sulphide
does not show the properties of iron present in it. Even the sulphur present in
iron sulphide compound cannot be dissolved by carbon disulphide. This means
that iron sulphide compound does not show the properties of sulphur. From this
we conclude that iron sulphide compound does not show the individual properties
of its constituents, iron and sulphur. The properties of iron sulphide compound
are entirely different from those of its constituents, iron and sulphur. In general
we can say that the properties of a compound are entirely different from those
of its constituent elements.

3. Iron sulphide compound is prepared by heating together iron filings and sulphur. Once the reaction
starts, a lot of heat and light are produced during the preparation of iron sulphide compound. From this
we conclude that energy (in the form of heat, light, etc.) is usually either given out or absorbed during
the preparation of a compound. The formation of compound is a chemical change.

4. Iron sulphide compound (FeS) is prepared by heating together 7 parts by mass of iron and 4 parts by
mass of sulphur (Atomic masses : Fe = 56 u, S = 32 u, so Fe : S = 56 u : 32 u or 7 : 4). If we take more of iron
or sulphur, the excess part remains unreacted. Thus, iron sulphide compound is always made up of the
same elements, iron and sulphur, combined together in a fixed proportion by mass. Since the composition
of iron sulphide compound is fixed, it has a definite formula, FeS. From this discussion we conclude that
the composition of a compound is fixed, the constituents are present in a fixed proportion by mass. A
compound has a definite formula.

5. Iron sulphide compound melts at a definite temperature. From this we conclude that a compound
has a fixed melting point, boiling point, etc.

6. If the iron sulphide compound is viewed through a magnifying glass, no separate particles of iron or
sulphur are seen and it appears to be just the same throughout its mass. From this we conclude that a
compound is a homogeneous substance.

 We will now write down the differences between compounds and mixtures in a tabular form.

Differences Between Mixtures and Compounds

In order to decide whether the given substance is a mixture or a compound, the following points of

Iron
sulphide
compound

Magnet

Figure 21. The compound
of iron and sulphur (iron
sulphide) cannot be
separated by using a magnet.

(a) By mixing iron filings and sulphur
powder, we can obtain a mixture
(without any chemical reaction taking
place). We can still see the yellow
sulphur in the mixture and we can pull
away iron filings with a magnet

(b) But if we heat the mixture of iron
filings and sulphur powder (taken in a
boiling tube) strongly, with a burner,
a chemical reaction takes place and a
new chemical compound is formed

(c) The new chemical compound
formed is iron sulphide (which is black
in colour). It contains sulphur but we
cannot see any yellow colour of
sulphur. It contains iron but we cannot
pull away this iron with a magnet

Figure 22. Experiment to study the differences in the properties of a mixture of iron filings
and sulphur powder, and iron sulphide compound.© S
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difference between mixtures and compounds should be remembered.

Though a compound is always homogeneous, a mixture may be heterogeneous or homogeneous. So,
being homogeneous or heterogeneous is usually not helpful in deciding whether a substance is a mixture
or a compound and, therefore, this point has not been included in the above table.

In order to find out whether a given substance is a mixture or compound, we should remember that :
1. (i) If the substance can be separated into its constituents by physical methods, it is a mixture.

(ii) If the substance cannot be separated into its constituents by physical methods, it is a compound.
2. (i) If the substance shows the properties of its constituents, it is a mixture.

(ii) If the properties of the substance are entirely different from those of its constituents, it is a
compound.

3. (i) If no heat or light, etc., is given out or absorbed during the preparation of the substance, it is a
mixture.

(ii) If heat or light, etc., is given out or absorbed during the preparation of the substance, it is a
compound.

4. (i) If the composition of the substance is variable, it is a mixture.
(ii) If the composition of the substance is fixed, it is a compound.

5. (i) If the substance does not have a fixed melting point, boiling point, etc., it is a mixture.

(ii) If the substance has a fixed melting point, boiling point, etc., it is a compound.

Keeping these five points in mind, we will now answer some important questions on mixtures and
compounds.

Sample Problem 1. Explain why, air is considered a mixture and not a compound.

Solution. Air is considered a mixture because of the following reasons :
(i) Air can be separated into its constituents like oxygen, nitrogen, etc., by the physical process of

fractional distillation (of liquid air).
(ii) Air shows the properties of all the gases present in it. For example, oxygen supports combustion

and air also supports combustion; carbon dioxide turns lime water milky and air also turns lime
water milky, though very, very slowly.

(iii) Heat and light, etc., are neither given out nor absorbed when air is prepared by mixing the required
proportions of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, argon, water vapour, etc.

(iv) Air has a variable composition because air at different places contains different amounts of the
various gases. It does not have a definite formula.

Mixtures

1. A mixture can be separated into its constituents by
the physical processes (like filtration, evaporation,
sublimation, distillation, solvents, magnet, etc.).

2. A mixture shows the properties of its constituents.

3. Energy (in the form of heat, light, etc.) is usually
neither given out nor absorbed in the preparation of
a mixture.

4. The composition of a mixture is variable, the
constituents can be present in any proportion by mass.
A mixture does not have a definite formula.

5. A mixture does not have a fixed melting point, boiling
point, etc.

Compounds

1. A compound cannot be separated into its constituents
by physical processes (It can only be separated into
its constituents by chemical processes).

2. The properties of a compound are entirely different
from those of its constituents.

3. Energy (in the form of heat, light, etc.) is usually given
out or absorbed during the preparation of a
compound.

4. The composition of a compound is fixed, the
constituents are present in fixed proportion by mass.
A compound has a definite formula.

5. A compound has a fixed melting point, boiling point,
etc.
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(v) Liquid air does not have a fixed boiling point.

Sample Problem 2. Explain why, water is a compound and not a mixture.

Solution. Water is considered a compound because of the following reasons :
(i) Water cannot be separated into its constituents, hydrogen and oxygen, by the physical methods

(such as filtration, evaporation, distillation, sublimation, magnet, etc.).
(ii) The properties of water are entirely different from those of its constituents, hydrogen and oxygen.

For example, water is a liquid whereas hydrogen and oxygen are gases; water does not burn whereas
hydrogen burns; water does not support combustion whereas oxygen supports combustion.

(iii) Heat and light are given out when water is prepared by burning hydrogen in oxygen.
(iv) The composition of water is fixed. It contains hydrogen and oxygen combined together in a fixed

proportion of 1 : 8 by mass. It has a definite formula, H2O.
(v) Water has a fixed boiling point of 100°C under standard atmospheric pressure.

Sample Problem 3. Classify the following into elements, compounds and mixtures :

Sodium, Soil, Sugar solution, Silver, Calcium carbonate, Tin, Silicon, Coal, Air,

Soap, Methane, Carbon dioxide, Blood (NCERT Book Question)

Solution. We can classify the given materials into elements, compounds and mixtures as follows :

Elements Compounds Mixtures

Sodium Calcium carbonate Soil

Silver Soap Sugar solution

Tin Methane Coal

Silicon Carbon dioxide Air

Blood

Sample Problem 4. Give the names of the elements present in the following compounds :

(a) Quicklime  (b) Hydrogen bromide     (c) Baking soda   (d) Potassium sulphate

 (NCERT Book Question)

Solution. (a) Quicklime is calcium oxide, CaO. The elements present in it are : Calcium (Ca) and Oxygen
(O).

(b) Hydrogen bromide is HBr. The elements present in it are : Hydrogen (H) and Bromine (Br).

(c) Baking soda is sodium hydrogencarbonate, NaHCO3.  The elements present in it are : Sodium (Na),
Hydrogen (H), Carbon (C) and Oxygen (O).

(d) Potassium sulphate is K2SO4. The elements present in it are : Potassium (K), Sulphur (S) and Oxygen
(O).

The Case of Solutions

The solutions are homogeneous substances and heat is also usually
evolved or absorbed in the preparation of a solution. Even then a
solution is considered a mixture because : (i) it can be separated into
its components by physical methods, (ii) it shows the properties of its
constituents, (iii) it has a variable composition, and (iv) it does not
have a fixed boiling point.

For example, salt-solution is considered a mixture because of the
following reasons :

(i) Salt-solution can be separated into salt and water by the physical
process of distillation. Figure 23. Salt-solution is considered a

mixture.
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(ii) Salt-solution shows the properties of both its constituents, salt as well as water.

(iii) The composition of salt-solution is variable. Different amounts of salt can be dissolved in the same
amount of water to get salt solutions having different compositions. The salt solution does not have
a definite formula.

(iv) Salt-solution does not have a fixed boiling point.

Suppose we are given two liquids, one a pure compound and the other a solution, and we have to find
out which one is compound and which one is solution (or mixture). In order to distinguish between the
two, we should evaporate them separately. The liquid which  evaporates completely, leaving no residue,
is a pure compound. On the other hand, the liquid which leaves behind a residue on evaporation, is a
solution or mixture. For example, pure water can be distinguished from
aqueous salt-solution by evaporation. Pure water evaporates completely
leaving no residue, but salt-solution leaves behind salt as residue on
evaporation (Please do not say that salt-solution can be distinguished from
pure water “by tasting it”!).

The Case of Alloys

Alloys are homogeneous mixtures of metals and cannot be separated
into their components by physical methods. Even then an alloy is considered
a mixture because : (i) it shows the properties of its constituents, and (ii) it
has a variable composition. For example, brass is a homogeneous substance
composed of copper and zinc, and cannot be separated into its constituents
by physical methods. Brass is considered a mixture because : (i) it shows
the properties of its constituents, copper and zinc, and (ii) it has a variable
composition (The amount of zinc in brass can vary from 20 to 35 per cent).
Before we go further and discuss solutions, suspensions and colloids, please
answer the following questions :

 Very Short Answer Type Questions

1. State whether the following statement is true or false :
Milk is a pure substance.

2. Name three mixtures found in nature.
3. Which of the following is a mixture ?

Salt, Air, Water, Alum, Sugar
4. Name one metal and one non-metal which exist as liquids at room temperature.
5. Name a metal which is soft and a non-metal which is hard.
6. Name a non-metal which is a good conductor of electricity.

 7. Name a liquid which can be classified as a pure substance and conducts electricity.
8. Name one solid, one liquid and one gaseous non-metal.
9. Name the property :

(a) which allows metals to be hammered into thin sheets.
(b) which enables metals to be drawn into wires.

10. Which type of elements, metals or non-metals, show the property of brittleness ?
11. What is meant by saying that metals are malleable and ductile ?
12. What is meant by saying that non-metals are brittle ?
13. What is meant by saying that metals are sonorous ?
14. What is meant by saying that metals are lustrous ?
15. What is the general name of the materials which contain at least two pure substances and show the properties

of their constituents ?

Figure 24. Brass is an alloy of
copper and zinc. Brass is
considered to be a mixture. This
bucket is made of brass.
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16. ‘‘The properties of the product are different from those of the constituents''. State whether this statement
best describes an element, a compound or a mixture.

17. Name one element, one compound and one mixture.
18. What is the major difference between a solution and an ordinary mixture ?
19. What name is given to those elements which are neither good conductors of electricity like copper nor

insulators like sulphur ?
20. Fill in the following blanks with suitable words :

(a) An element is made up of only one kind of ........
(b)  Brine is a ..............whereas alcohol is a............... .
(c)  Brass is an alloy which is considered a ..............
(d) The three important metalloids are..............., ............... and ..........................
(e)  The elements which are sonorous are called...................

 Short Answer Type Questions
21. Classify the following into elements and compounds :

(i) H2O (ii) He (iii) Cl2 (iv) CO (v) Co
22. Classify the following as elements or compounds :

Iron, Iron sulphide, Sulphur, Chalk, Washing soda, Sodium, Carbon, Urea
23. What elements do the following compounds contain ?

Sugar, Common salt
24. What are pure substances ? Give two examples of pure substances.
25. What are the two types of pure substances ? Give one example of each type.
26. Which of the following are ‘pure substances’ ?

Ice, Milk, Iron, Hydrochloric acid, Calcium oxide, Mercury, Brick, Wood, Air
27. What is the other name for impure substances ? Give two examples of impure substances.
28. Which of the following substances are elements ?

Water, Salt, Mercury, Iron, Marble, Diamond, Wood, Nitrogen, Air, Graphite, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Sugar,
Chlorine

29. State three reasons why you think air is a mixture and water is a compound.
30. Name two solid, two liquid and two gaseous elements at the room temperature.
31. Explain why, hydrogen and oxygen are considered elements whereas water is not considered an element.
32. What are the three groups into which all the elements can be divided ? Name two elements belonging to

each group.
33. State two physical properties on the basis of which metals can be distinguished from non-metals.
34. Compare the properties of metals and non-metals with respect to (i) malleability (ii) ductility, and

(iii) electrical conductivity.
35. State any two properties for believing that aluminium is a metal.
36. Give reason why :

(a) copper metal is used for making electric wires.
(b) graphite is used for making electrode in a dry cell.

37. How would you confirm that a colourless liquid given to you is pure water ?
38. Choose the solutions from among the following mixtures :

Soil, Sea-water, Air, Coal, Soda-water
39. Is air a mixture or a compound ? Give three reasons for your answer.
40. Give two reasons for supposing that water is a compound and not a mixture.
41. Define a compound. Give two points of evidence to show that sodium chloride is a compound.
42. Define a mixture. Give two points of evidence to show that sugar solution is a mixture.
43. State two reasons for supposing that brass is a mixture and not a compound.
44. List five characteristics by which compounds can be distinguished from mixtures.
45. Explain why, a solution of salt in water is considered a mixture and not a compound.
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46. State one property in which a solution of sugar in water resembles a mixture of sugar and sand, and one
property in which it differs from it.

47. You are given two liquids, one a solution and the other a compound. How
will you distinguish the solution from the compound ?

48. Name a non-metal :
(a) which is lustrous
(b) which is required for combustion
(c) whose one of the allotrophic forms is a good conductor of electricity. Name

the allotrope.
(d) other than carbon which shows allotropy
(e) which is known to form the largest number of compounds

49. Name a metal :
(a) which can be easily cut with a knife
(b) which forms amalgams
(c)  which has no fixed shape
(d) which has a low melting point
(e) which is yellow in colour

50. Which of the following are not compounds ?
Chlorine gas, Potassium chloride, Iron powder, Iron sulphide, Aluminium
foil, Iodine vapour, Graphite, Carbon monoxide, Sulphur powder, Diamond

  Long Answer Type Questions

 51. (a) State the main points of difference between homogeneous and heterogeneous mixtures.
(b) Classify the following materials as homogeneous mixtures and heterogeneous mixtures :

Soda-water, Wood, Air, Soil, Vinegar, Alcohol and water mixture, Petrol and water mixture, Chalk
and water mixture, Sugar and water mixture, Copper sulphate solution.

52. (a) What is meant by (i) elements (ii) compounds, and (iii) mixtures ? Write down the names of two elements,
two compounds and two mixtures.

(b) Classify the following into elements, compounds and mixtures :
Marble, Air, Gold, Brass, Sand, Diamond, Graphite, Petroleum, Common salt, Sea-water, Chalk

53. (a) What are (i) metals (ii) non-metals, and (iii) metalloids ? Give two examples each of metals, non-metals
and metalloids.

(b) Classify the following into metals, non-metals and metalloids :
Silicon, Mercury, Diamond, Sulphur, Iodine, Germanium, Sodium, Carbon,  Magnesium, Copper,
Boron, Helium

54 (a) What is a mixture ? Give two example of mixtures.
(b) What is meant by (i) homogeneous mixtures, and (ii) heterogeneous mixtures ? Give two examples of

homogeneous mixtures and two of heterogenous mixtures.
(c) What is the other name of homogenous mixtures ?

55. (a) What are the three general classes of matter ? Give one example of each type.
(b) Draw a flow-chart for the schematic representation of different types of matter.

  Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)

56. Which of the following is not an element ?
(a) graphite (b) germanium (c) silica (d) silicon

57. Which of the following are compounds ?
(i) CO (ii) No (iii) NO (iv) Co
(a) (i) and (ii) (b) (ii) and (iii) (c) (i) and (iii) (d) (ii) and (iv)

58. One of the following substances is neither a good conductor of electricity nor an insulator. This substance is :
(a) chromium (b) germanium (c) gallium (d) potassium

Air is needed for the
combustion (or burning) of
fuels. Which component of air
actually supports combustion ?
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59. Which of the following is not a mixture ?
(a) kerosene (b) air (c) alcohol (d) petrol

60. The element which is not common between the compounds called baking soda and soda ash is
(a) sodium (b) hydrogen (c) oxygen (d) carbon

61. “Is malleable and ductile” best describes :
(a)  a solution (b) a metal (c)  a compound (d) a non-metal

62. Which one of the following is not a metalloid ?
(a) boron (b) silicon (c)  gallium (d) germanium

63. The elements which normally exist in the liquid state are :
(a) bromine and iodine (b) mercury and chlorine
(c) iodine and mercury (d) bromine and mercury

64. When a mixture of iron powder and sulphur powder is heated strongly to form iron sulphide, then heat
energy is :
(a) released (b) first absorbed and then released
(c) absorbed (d) neither absorbed nor released

65. The property/properties which enable copper metal to be used for making electric wires is/are :
(a) copper metal is malleable and ductile
(b) copper  metal is a good conductor of electricity
(c) copper metal is ductile and has low electrical resistance
(d) copper metal is sonorous and an excellent conductor of electricity

66. On the basis of composition of matter, milk is considered to be :
(a) a pure substance (b) an impure substance       (c) an element (d) a compound

67. Which of the following statements are true for pure substances ?
(i) pure substances contain only one kind of particles
(ii) pure substances may be compounds or mixtures
(iii) pure substances have the same composition throughout
(iv) pure substances can be exemplified by all elements other than nickel
(a) (i) and (ii) (b) (i) and (iii) (c) (iii) and (iv) (d) (ii) and (iii)

68. Which of the following are homogeneous in nature ?
(i) ice (ii) wood (iii) soil (iv) air
(a) (i) and (iii) (b) (ii) and (iv) (c) (i) and (iv) (d) (iii) and (iv)

69. Two chemical substances X and Y combine together to form a product P which contains both X and Y
X + Y  P

X and Y cannot  be broken down into simpler substances by simple chemical reactions. Which of the following
statements concerning X, Y and P are correct ?
  (i) P is a compound (ii) X and Y are compounds
(iii) X and Y are elements (iv) P has a fixed composition
(a) (i), (ii) and (iii) (b) (i), (ii) and (iv)
(c) (ii), (iii) and (iv) (d) (i), (iii) and (iv)

70. Which of the following does not have a fixed melting point/boiling point ?
(a) gold (b) ethanol (c) air (d) oxygen

  Questions Based on High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)
71. In the following set of substances, one item does not belong to the set. Select this item and explain why it

does not belong to the set :
Hydrogen, Oxygen, Steam, Chlorine

72. Iron powder and sulphur powder were mixed together and divided into two parts A and B. When part A
was heated strongly over a burner, then a substance C was formed. The part B was, however, not heated at
all. When dilute hydrochloric acid was added to substance C, then gas D was evolved and when dilute
hydrochloric acid was added to part B then gas E was evolved.
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(a) What type of substance is B ?
(b) What type of substance is C ?
(c) Name the gas (i) D, and (ii) E ?
(d) State one characteristic property of gas D.
(e) Write one test to identify gas E.

73. There are three substances X, Y and Z. The substance X does not have a fixed melting point or boiling point
and it still shows the individual properties of its constituents. The substance Y is a pure substance which
occurs in nature as such. The substance Y has a fixed melting point and boiling point  but it cannot be
broken down into simpler substances by any chemical means. The substance Z is also a pure substance
whose properties are entirely different from those of its constituents. The substance Z can, however, be
divided by electrolysis into two substances which belong to the same class of substances as Y.
(a) What type of substance could X be ? Name one substance like X.
(b) What type of substance could Y be ? Name one substance like Y.
(c) What type of substance could Z be ? Name one substance like Z.
(d) Which process involves absorption or release of an appreciable amount of energy : formation of substance

X or formation of substance Z ?
(e) Name the three groups into which all the substances like Y are divided on the basis of their properties.

74. There is a large group of materials P which can be divided into three groups Q, R and S on the basis of their
properties. The substances belonging to group Q can be solids, liquids or gases. The solids belonging to
group Q are usually electrical insulators. Most of the substances of group R are solids which are good
conductors of electricity. The substances belonging to group S are neither insulators like Q nor good conductors
like R. The properties of S are intermediate between those of Q and R.
(a) What could the group of materials P be ?
(b) Name the substances Q. Give two examples of such substances.
(c) Name the substances R. Write two examples of such substances.
(d) Name the substances S. Give two examples of such substances.
(e) Out of Q, R and S, which substances are malleable and ductile ?

75. A, B and C are all liquids. Liquid A has a comparatively low boiling point. On heating, liquid A vaporises
completely without leaving behind any residue. Liquid A is being used increasingly as a fuel in motor
vehicles either alone or by mixing with petrol. Liquid B has a very high boiling point. It also vaporises
completely on heating, without leaving any residue. Liquid B is a conductor of electricity and used in making
thermometers. Liquid C has a moderate boiling point. On heating, liquid C vaporises leaving behind a
white solid D which is used in cooking vegetables. The condensation of vapours from C give a liquid E
which turns anhydrous CuSO4 to blue.
(a) Which liquid could be an element ? Name this element.
(b) Which liquid could be a mixture ? Name this mixture.
(c) Which liquid could be a compound ? Name this compound.
(d) What could the solid D be ?
(e) What do you think is liquid E ?

ANSWERS
1. False 3. Air 7. Mercury 15. Mixtures 16. A compound  19. Metalloids 20. (a) atoms
(b) mixture ; compound (c) mixture  (d) boron ; silicon ; germanium (e) metals 21. Elements : He, Cl2
and Co; Compounds : H2O and CO 23. (i) Sugar is C12H22O11. It contains C, H and O elements
(ii) Common salt is sodium chloride, NaCl. It contains Na and Cl elements 48. (a) Iodine  (b) Oxygen
(c) Carbon ; Graphite  (d) Sulphur (e) Carbon  49. (a) Sodium (b) Mercury (c) Mercury (because it is a
liquid) (d) Sodium (e) Gold 54. (c) Solutions 56. (c) 57. (c)   58. (b)  59. (c)   60.(b)   61. (b)   62. (c)  63. (d)
64. (b) 65. (c)  66. (b)  67. (b) 68. (c) 69. (d) 70. (c) 71. Steam does not belong to the set. This is because

all others are elements whereas steam is a compound 72. (a) Mixture (Fe + S) (b) Compound (Iron
sulphide, FeS) (c) (i) Hydrogen sulphide, H2S  (ii) Hydrogen, H2 (d) Smell of rotten eggs (e) Burns with a
‘pop’ sound 73. (a) Mixture ; Salt solution   (b) Element ; Sulphur (c) Compound ; Water
(d) Formation of Z (which is a compound) (e) Metals, Non-metals and Metalloids 74. (a) Elements
(b) Non-metals ; Carbon and Sulphur (c) Metals ; Copper and Aluminium (d) Metalloids ; Boron and
Silicon (e) Susbtances R (metals) 75.  (a) B ; Mercury   (b) C ; Salt solution (c) A ; Alcohol (d) Sodium
chloride (Common salt) (e) Water.
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SOLUTIONS, SUSPENSIONS AND COLLOIDS
Before we discuss the solutions, suspensions and colloids in detail, we should know the meaning of

two terms : solute and solvent. The ‘substance which is dissolved’ in a liquid to make a solution is called
‘solute’, and the ‘liquid’ in which solute is dissolved is known as ‘solvent’. For example, salt solution is
made by dissolving salt in water, so in salt solution, ‘salt’ is the ‘solute’ and ‘water’ is the ‘solvent’. Similarly,
the substances like sugar, ammonium chloride, copper sulphate and urea, etc. , which are dissolved in
water to make solutions are called ‘solutes’, whereas water is the ‘solvent’. Usually, the substance present in
lesser amount in a solution is considered the solute, and the substance present in greater amount in a solution is
considered the solvent. Please note that the solute particles are also called ‘dispersed particles’ and solvents
are also known as ‘dispersion medium’. Solutions, suspensions and colloids differ in the size of solute
particles (or dispersed particles), the size of particles being minimum in solutions and maximum in
suspensions.

Though most of the common solutes are solids but even the liquids and gases can also be
solutes. Water is the most common solvent. So, most of the solutions are those in which

water is the solvent. Water is an aqueous solvent. The organic liquids like alcohol, acetone, carbon
tetrachloride, carbon disulphide and benzene are called non-aqueous solvents. The solutions made by
dissolving various solutes in water are called aqueous solutions. On the other hand, the solutions made
by dissolving solutes in organic liquids are called non-aqueous solutions. We will now discuss the
solutions, suspensions and colloids in detail, one by one. Let us start with the solutions.

SOLUTIONS
A solution is a homogeneous mixture of two (or more substances). A

homogeneous mixture means that the mixture is just the same throughout. Some
common examples of solutions are : Salt solution, Sugar solution, Vinegar, Metal
alloys (such as Brass) and Air. Salt solution is a homogeneous mixture of two
substances, salt and water, whereas sugar solution is a homogeneous mixture of
two substances, sugar and water. Salt solution and sugar solution are also known as
true solutions because in these solutions, the particles of salt and sugar are mixed so
well with water that we cannot distinguish one from the other. The true solutions
are also known as molecular solutions because the size of dissolved particles in
such solutions is the same as that of a molecule. In this chapter, when we talk of a
solution, it will mean a true solution or a molecular solution. Some more examples
of the solutions are : Sea-water, Copper sulphate solution, Alcohol and water mixture,
Petrol and oil mixture, Soda water, Soft drinks (like Coca Cola and Pepsi, etc.), and
Lemonade (which is a sweetened drink made from lemon juice or lemon flavouring).

(a) Salt is a solute.

Figure 25. Some solutes and solvents.

(b) Copper sulphate is also a solute. (c) Water is the most common
solvent. It is an aqueous
solvent.

(d) Acetone is an
organic liquid. It is a
non-aqueous solvent.

Figure 26. Soft drinks
like Coca-cola and Pepsi,
etc. are solutions.

2

2
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The substances like salt, sugar, etc., which dissolve in water completely are said to be ‘soluble’ in water.
Only soluble substances form true solutions. Copper sulphate is soluble in water. So, copper sulphate
dissolves in water to form copper sulphate solution. Copper sulphate solution is a true solution which is
blue in colour.

To Study the Properties of a Solution

If we shake some sugar with water in a beaker, the sugar seems to disappear in water and we get a
transparent sugar solution. The dissolved sugar particles cannot be seen even with a microscope, and the
sugar does not settle down even on keeping the solution for quite some time. If we filter the sugar solution,
the whole solution passes through the filter paper and no residue is left behind. The sweet taste of the
sugar solution, however, shows that sugar is present in it. From these observations we conclude that sugar
solution is a homogeneous mixture having the same composition throughout. Sugar solution is a true
solution. In a true solution, the particles of the solute break up to such an extent that they disappear into
the spaces between the solvent molecules. So, in a sugar solution, the sugar particles break up to such an
extent that they disappear into the spaces between the water molecules. A sugar solution does not scatter
a beam of light passing through it and render its path visible (because the sugar particles present in it are
so small that they cannot reflect light rays falling on them). We will now state some of the properties of a
true solution.

Properties of a Solution

The important characteristic properties of a solution (or true solution) are as follows :

1. A solution is a homogeneous mixture.

2. The size of solute particles in a solution is extremely small. It is less than 1 nm in diameter (1 nanometre
= 10–9 metre).

3. The particles of a solution cannot be seen even with a microscope.

4. The particles of a solution pass through the filter paper. So, a solution cannot be separated by filtration.

5. The solutions are very stable. The particles of solute present in a solution do not separate out on
keeping.

6. A true solution does not scatter light (This is because its particles are very, very small).

Types of Solutions

We usually think that solutions are formed when solid substances are dissolved in liquids. Though
most of the common solutions are made by dissolving solids in liquids, but this is not always so. In fact,
solutions can be made by dissolving : solids in solids; solids in liquids ; liquids in liquids ; gases in liquids ;
and gases in gases. Please remember that as long as the mixture is homogeneous, the term ‘solution’ applies
to it. The various types of solutions are :

1. Solution of Solid in a Solid. Metal alloys are the solutions of solids in solids. For example, brass is

Figure 27. Copper sulphate dissolves in water to form copper sulphate solution.
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a solution of zinc in copper. Brass is prepared by mixing molten zinc with molten copper and cooling
their mixture.

2. Solution of Solid in a Liquid. This is the most common type of solutions. Sugar solution and salt
solution are the solutions of solids in liquids. A solution of iodine in alcohol called ‘tincture of iodine’
is also a ‘solid in a liquid’ type of solution. This is because it contains a solid (iodine) dissolved in a
liquid (alcohol).

3. Solution of Liquid in a Liquid. Vinegar is a solution of acetic acid (ethanoic acid) in water. It is a
liquid in liquid type of solution.

4. Solution of Gas in a Liquid. Soda-water is a solution of carbon dioxide gas in water. It is a gas in a
liquid type of solution.

5. Solution of Gas in a Gas. Air is a solution of gases like oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide and water
vapour, etc., in nitrogen gas. Nitrogen is the solvent in air and all other gases are solutes.

SUSPENSIONS
We have just studied that the substances which are soluble in water (or any

other liquid) form solutions. But those substances which are insoluble in water
form suspensions.

A suspension is a heterogeneous mixture in which the small particles of a
solid are spread throughout a liquid without dissolving in it. Some common
examples of suspensions are : Chalk-water mixture, Muddy water, Milk of
Magnesia, Sand particles suspended in water, and Flour in water. Chalk-water
mixture is a suspension of fine chalk particles in water; muddy water is a suspension
of soil particles in water; and milk of Magnesia is a suspension of magnesium
hydroxide in water. Please note that solid particles and water remain separate in a
suspension. The particles do not dissolve in water. We will now study the properties
of a suspension.

To Study the Properties of a Suspension

If we shake some chalk powder with water in a beaker, a milky suspension is formed. We can see the
fine particles of chalk suspended throughout the water without dissolving in it. If this suspension of chalk
and water is kept undisturbed for some time, the chalk particles settle down at the bottom of the beaker.
This means that chalk and water suspension is unstable. If we filter the suspension of chalk and water, the
chalk particles are left behind as a residue on the filter paper and clear water is obtained as a filtrate. This
means that chalk and water suspension can be separated into  chalk and water by filtration. And if a beam

Figure 28. Solutions are of different types.

(a) Iodine tincture (or tincture of
iodine) is a solid in a liquid type
of solution

(b) Vinegar is a liquid in a liquid type of
solution

(c) Carbonated drinks are a gas in a liquid
type of solution

Figure 29. Milk of
Magnesia is a suspension
of magnesium hydroxide
in water.
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of light is passed through a chalk and water suspension, it scatters the beam of light and renders its
path visible inside it. From this discussion, we get the following properties of a suspension.

Properties of a Suspension

The important characteristic properties of a suspension are given below :

1. A suspension is a heterogeneous mixture.

2. The size of solute particles in a suspension is quite large. It is larger than
100 nm in diameter.

3. The particles of a suspension can be seen easily.

4. The particles of a suspension do not pass through a filter paper. So, a suspension can be separated
by filtration.

5. The suspensions are unstable. The particles of a suspension settle down after some time.

6. A suspension scatters a beam of light passing through it (because its particles are quite large).

COLLOIDS
A colloid is a kind of solution in which the size of solute particles is

intermediate between those in true solutions and those in suspensions. The size
of solute particles in a colloid is bigger than that of a true solution but smaller than
those of a suspension.  Though colloids appear to be homogeneous to us but actually
they are found to be heterogeneous when observed through a high power
microscope. So, a colloid is not a true solution. Some of the examples of colloids
(or colloidal solutions) are : Soap solution, Starch solution, Milk, Ink, Blood, Jelly
and Solutions of synthetic detergents. Colloids are also known as colloidal solutions.

To Study the Properties of a Colloid

If we shake some soap powder with water in a beaker, we get a colloidal soap
solution which is not perfectly transparent, it is somewhat translucent. The soap
particles cannot be seen by us. If the soap solution is kept for some time, the soap
particles do not settle down (showing that it is quite stable). If we filter the soap
solution, the whole solution passes through the filter paper and no residue is left behind (showing that it
cannot be separated by filtration). All these observations indicate that soap and water mixture is a true
solution. The scattering of light by a soap solution and the examination of soap solution under a high
power microscope, however, show that soap solution is not a true solution. This point will become more
clear from the following discussion.

In a true solution (like sugar solution), the solute particles are so small that they cannot scatter (or
reflect) light  rays falling on them. For example, if a beam of light (from a torch) is put on a true solution
(say, sugar solution) kept in a beaker in a dark room, the path of light beam is invisible inside the solution

Figure 30. Chalk powder does not dissolve in water. Chalk forms a suspension
which settles to the bottom after some time.

Figure 31. Soap solution
is a colloid (or colloidal
solution).
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when seen from the side (see Figure 32). The beam of light can become visible only when the solute particles
are big enough to reflect light falling on them. Since the particles of a true solution do not scatter light, we
conclude that they must be very, very small.

Figure 33. The particles in a colloidal solution (or colloid) scatter light. Due to this we can
see the path of beam of light inside the colloidal solution (or colloid) (in the beaker).

In a colloidal solution (or colloid), the particles are big enough to scatter light. This can be shown as
follows. If a beam of light is put on a colloidal solution (say, soap solution), kept in a beaker in a dark
room, the path of light beam is illuminated and becomes visible when seen from the side (see Figure 33).
The path of light beam becomes visible because the colloidal particles are big enough to scatter light falling
on them in all the directions. This scattered light enters our eyes and we are able to see the path of light
beam.

The scattering of light by colloidal particles is known as Tyndall effect. The scattering of light by
colloidal solutions tells us that the colloidal particles are much bigger than the particles of a true solution
and hence colloidal solutions are not true solutions. So, a true solution can be distinguished from a colloidal
solution by the fact that a true solution does not scatter a beam of light passing through it but a colloidal
solution scatters a beam of light passing through it and renders its path visible. In other words, a true
solution does not show Tyndall effect but a colloidal solution shows Tyndall effect.

The particles of some of the colloidal solutions can be seen through a high power microscope. For
example, if a drop of milk  is examined under microscope, we can see the small particles of fat floating in
the liquid. This observation shows that colloids are heterogeneous in nature, though they appear to be
homogeneous. Let us write down the properties of colloidal solutions now.

Properties of Colloids

The important characteristic properties of colloids (or colloidal solutions) are as follows :

1. A colloid (or colloidal solution) appears to be homogeneous but actually it is heterogeneous.

2. The size of particles in a colloid (or colloidal solution) is bigger than those in a true solution but
smaller than those in a suspension. It is between 1 nm and 100 nm in diameter.

3. The particles of most of the colloids (or colloidal solutions) cannot be seen even with a microscope.

4. The particles of a colloid (or colloidal solution) can pass through a filter paper. So, a colloid cannot
be separated by filtration.

Beam of light
not visible inside a
true solution

Beam of light

Beam of light

Beam of light
visible inside a
colloidal solution

Colloidal solution
(Soap solution)

True solution
(Sugar solution)

Figure 32. The particles in a true solution do not scatter light. Due to this we cannot see
the path of beam of light inside the true solution (in the beaker).
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5. The colloids (or colloidal solutions) are quite stable. The particles of a colloid do not separate out on
keeping.

6. A colloid (or colloidal solution) scatters a beam of light passing through it (because its particles are
fairly large).

Though colloids cannot be separated by the process of filtration, but a special technique known as
centrifugation can be used to separate the colloidal particles from a colloidal solution.

To Distinguish a Colloid from a Solution

We can distinguish between colloids (or colloidal solutions) and true solutions by using Tyndall effect
as follows :

(i) The solution which scatters a beam of light passing through it and renders its path visible, will be
a colloid (or colloidal solution).

(ii) The solution which does not scatter a beam of light passing through it and does not render its path
visible, will be a true solution.

For example, a soap solution scatters  a beam of light passing through it and renders its path visible,
therefore, soap solution is a colloid (or colloidal solution). On the other hand, a salt solution does not
scatter a beam of light passing through it and does not render its path visible, therefore, salt solution is a
true solution.

Classification of Colloids

Colloids do not involve only solids and liquids, they may also involve gases. So, colloids are classified
according to the physical state of dispersed phase (solute) and the dispersion medium (solvent). Most of
the colloids can be classified into the following seven groups :

(i) Sol (v) Foam
(ii) Solid sol (vi) Solid foam

(iii) Aerosol (vii) Gel
(iv) Emulsion

Figure 34. This picture shows that suspensions and colloids exhibit Tyndall effect (scattering of light)
but true solutions do not do so. The test-tube on the left side in the above picture contains a suspension
which scatters the beam of light passing through it and renders its path visible inside it. The middle
test-tube contains a true solution which does not scatter light passing through it. So, we cannot see
the beam of light inside the middle test-tube. The test-tube on the right side in the above picture
contains a colloid which scatters the light and makes the path of beam of light visible inside it.
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All these are the technical names of the groups of colloids. We will now describe all these colloids in
brief.

1. Sol. Sol is a colloid in which tiny solid particles are dispersed in a liquid medium. The examples of
sols are : Ink, Soap solution, Starch solution and most Paints.

2. Solid sol. Solid sol is a colloid in which solid particles are dispersed in a solid medium. The example
of a solid sol is : Coloured gemstones (like Ruby).

3. Aerosol. An aerosol is a colloid in which a solid or liquid is dispersed in a gas (including air). The
examples of aerosols in which a solid is dispersed in a gas are : Smoke (which is soot in air) and Automobile
exhausts. The examples of aerosols in which a liquid is dispersed in a gas are : Hairspray, Fog, Mist and
Clouds.

4. Emulsion. An emulsion is a colloid in which minute droplets of one liquid are dispersed in another
liquid which is not miscible with it. Examples of emulsions are : Milk, Butter and Face cream.

5. Foam. The foam is a colloid in which a gas is dispersed in a liquid medium. The examples of foam
are : Fire-extinguisher foam ; Soap bubbles, Shaving cream and Beer foam.

6. Solid foam. The solid foam is a colloid in which a gas is dispersed in a solid medium.  The examples
of solid foam are : Insulating foam, Foam rubber, Sponge and Bread.

7. Gel. The gel is a semi-solid colloid in which there is a continuous network of solid particles dispersed
in a liquid. The examples of gel are : Jellies, Gelatine and Hair gel.

(a) Most paints are sols (b) Coloured gemstones (like this
ruby) are solid sols

(c) Hairspray is an aerosol

(d) Milk is an emulsion (e) Shaving cream is a foam (f) Sponge is a solid foam (g) Hair gel is a gel

Figure 35. Sol, solid sol, aerosol, emulsion, foam, solid foam and gel are colloids.
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We will now give the classification of colloids in a tabular form for your ready reference.

The Classification of Colloids

Technical name Dispersed Dispersion Examples
of colloid phase medium

 1. Sol Solid Liquid Ink, Soap solution, Starch solution,
Most paints

2. Solid sol Solid Solid Coloured gemstones (like Ruby)
3. Aerosol  (i) Solid Gas Smoke, Automobile exhausts

(ii) Liquid Gas Hairspray, Fog, Mist, Clouds
4. Emulsion Liquid Liquid Milk, Butter, Face cream
5. Foam Gas Liquid Fire-extinguisher foam, Soap

bubbles, Shaving cream, Beer foam
6. Solid foam Gas Solid Insulating foam,  Foam rubber,

Sponge, Bread
7. Gel Solid Liquid Jellies, Gelatine, Hair gel

 Continuous network of

solid in liquid

CONCENTRATION OF A SOLUTION
A solution may have a small amount of solute dissolved in it while another solution may have a large

amount of solute dissolved in it. The solution having small amount of solute is said to have low concentration.

It is known as a dilute solution. The solution having a large amount of solute is said to be of high
concentration. It is known as a concentrated solution (see Figure 36). We can now define the concentration
of a solution as follows : The concentration of a solution is the amount of solute present in a given
quantity of the solution.  The concentration of a solution can be expressed in a number of different ways.
The most common way of expressing the concentration of a solution is the ‘percentage method’. The
percentage method of expressing the concentration of a solution refers to the ‘percentage of solute’ present
in the solution. The percentage of solute can be ‘by mass’ or ‘by volume’. This point will become more clear
from the following discussion.

Sugar
molecules

(a) A dilute solution (b) A concentrated
of sugar. It is said solution of sugar.
to have low It is said to have
concentration high concentration

Figure 36. Sugar solutions at two different
concentrations.

Figure 37. The flask given on the left side in this picture
contains a dilute solution of potassium permanganate (having
low concentration) whereas the flask shown on the right
hand side in this picture contains a concentrated solution of
potassium permanganate having high concentration.
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If the solution is of a ‘solid solute’ dissolved in a liquid, then we consider the ‘mass percentage of solute’ in
calculating the concentration of solution. So, in the case of a solid solute dissolved in a liquid solvent : The
concentration of a solution is defined as the mass of solute in grams present in 100 grams of the solution.
For example, a 10 per cent solution of common salt means that 10 grams of common salt are present in 100
grams of the solution. Please note that the 100 grams of solution also include 10 grams of the common salt.
This means that the 100 grams of common salt solution contain 100 – 10 = 90 grams of water in it. Thus, we
can prepare a 10 per cent solution of common salt by dissolving 10 grams of common salt in 90 grams of
water (so that the total mass of the solution becomes 10 + 90 = 100 grams). Please note  that the concentration
of a solution refers to the mass of solute in 100 grams of the solution and not in 100 grams of the solvent. We
can calculate the concentration of a solution in terms of mass percentage of solute by using the following
formula :

Concentration of solution =
Mass of solute

×100
Mass of solution

The mass of solution is equal to the mass of solute plus the mass of solvent. That is :

Mass of solution = Mass of + Mass of
solute solvent

So, we can obtain the mass of solution by adding the mass of solute and the mass of solvent.

In the above given example :

Mass of solute (salt) = 10 g

And, Mass of solvent (water) = 90 g

So, Mass of solution = Mass of + Mass of
solute solvent

= 10 + 90

= 100 g

Now, putting these values of ‘mass of solute’ and ‘mass of solution’ in the above formula, we get :

Concentration of solution = 
10

×100
100

= 10 per cent  (by mass)

Thus, the concentration of this salt solution is 10 per cent (or 10%) by mass. Please note that if the
concentration is in terms of mass, then the words ‘by mass’ are usually not written with it. For example, in
the above case we just say that it is a ‘10 per cent solution of common salt’. Since common salt is a solid, so
it is understood  that the percentage is by mass. This is because we do not consider the volume of solids in
making solutions. We will now solve some problems based on the calculation of concentration of solutions.

Sample Problem 1. A solution contains 30 g of sugar dissolved in 370 g of water. Calculate the
concentration of this solution.

Solution. This solution contains a solid solute (sugar) dissolved in a liquid solvent (water), so we have
to calculate the concentration of this solution in terms of the mass percentage of solute (sugar). We know
that :

Concentration of solution = 
Mass of solute

×100
Mass of solution

Here, Mass of solute (sugar) = 30 g

And, Mass of solvent (water) = 370 g
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add more
copper

sulphate

add more
copper

sulphate

Dilute
copper sulphate

solution

Concentrated
copper sulphate

solution

Saturated
copper sulphate

solution

Figure 38. As more and more of copper sulphate (solute) is added, the concentration
of its solution goes on increasing. Due to this, the blue colour of copper sulphate
solution gets deeper and deeper.

So, Mass of solution = Mass of + Mass of
solute solvent

= 30 + 370

= 400 g

Now, putting the values of ‘mass of solute’ and ‘mass of solution’ in the above formula, we get :

Concentration of solution = 
30

×100
400

= 
30
4

= 7.5 per cent  (or 7.5%)

Thus, the concentration of this sugar solution is 7.5 per cent (or that it is a 7.5% sugar solution).

Sample Problem 2. If 110 g of copper sulphate is present in 550 g of solution, calculate the concentration
of solution.

Solution. Here, Mass of solute (copper sulphate) = 110 g

And, Mass of solution = 550 g

Now, we know that :

Concentration of solution = 
Mass of solute

×100
Mass of solution

= 
110

×100
550

= 
100
5

= 20 per cent  (or 20%)

Thus, the concentration of this copper sulphate solution is 20 per cent (or it is a 20% copper sulphate
solution).

The Case of a Liquid Solute Dissolved in a Liquid Solvent

If the solution is of a ‘liquid solute’ dissolved in a liquid solvent, then we usually consider the ‘volume
percentage of solute’ in determining the concentration of solution. So, in the case of a liquid solute dissolved
in a liquid solvent : The concentration of a solution is defined as the volume of solute in millilitres
present in 100 millilitres of the solution.  For example, a 20 per cent solution of alcohol means that 20
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millilitres of alcohol are present in 100 millilitres of solution. Please note that the 100 millilitres volume of
solution also includes 20 millilitres volume of alcohol. This means that the 100 millilitres of alcohol solution
contain 100 – 20 = 80 millilitres of water in it. Thus, we can prepare a 20 per cent solution of alcohol by
mixing 20 mL of alcohol in 80 mL of water (so that the total volume of the solution becomes 20 + 80 = 100
mL). Please note that in this case the concentration of solution refers to the volume of liquid solute in 100
mL of solution and not in 100 mL of solvent. In general, we can calculate the concentration of a solution in
terms of volume percentage of solute by using the formula :

 Concentration of solution = 
Volume of solute

×100
Volume of solution

In the above example :

Volume of solute (alcohol) = 20 mL

And, Volume of solvent (water) = 80 mL

So, Volume of solution = Volume of + Volume of
     solute solvent

= 20 + 80

= 100 mL

Now, putting these values of ‘volume of solute’ and ‘volume of solution’ in the above formula, we
get :

Concentration of solution = 
20

×100
100

= 20 per cent (by volume)

 Thus, the concentration of this alcohol solution is 20 per cent or that it is a 20% alcohol solution (by
volume). We will now solve some problems based on the calculation of concentration of solutions containing
liquid solutes.

Sample Problem 1. A solution contains 50 mL of alcohol mixed with 150 mL of water. Calculate the
concentration of this solution.

Solution. This solution contains a liquid solute (alcohol) mixed with a liquid solvent (water), so we
have to calculate the concentration of this solution in terms of volume percentage of solute (alcohol). Now,
we know that :

 Concentration of solution = 
Volume of solute

×100
Volume of solution 

Here, Volume of solute (alcohol) = 50 mL

And, Volume of solvent (water) = 150 mL

So, Volume of solution = Volume of + Volume of
solute solvent

= 50 + 150

= 200 mL

Now, putting these values of ‘volume of solute’ and ‘volume of solution’ in the above formula we get :

Concentration of solution = 
50

×100
200 

= 
50
2 

= 25 per cent (by volume)
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Thus, the concentration of this alcohol solution is 25 per cent or that it is a 25% alcohol solution (by
volume).

Sample Problem 2. If 2 mL of acetone is present in 45 mL of its aqueous solution, calculate the
concentration of this solution.

Solution. This solution also contains a liquid solute (acetone) mixed with a liquid solvent water (because
it is an aqueous solution), so we have to calculate the concentration of this solution in terms of volume
percentage of solute (acetone).

Here, Volume of solute (acetone) = 2 mL

And, Volume of solution = 45 mL

Now, we know that :
Concentration of solution = 

Volume of solute
×100

Volume of solution 

= 
2

×100
45 

= 
200
45 

= 4.4 per cent    (by volume)

Thus, the concentration of this acetone solution is 4.4 per cent or
that it is a 4.4% acetone solution (by volume).

In industry, when the concentration of a solution is expressed as
‘per cent by mass’ or ‘per cent by weight’, it is denoted by the symbol
w/w (which means ‘weight by weight’). Please note that here the terms
‘mass’ and ‘weight’ are being used in the same sense. And when the
concentration of a solution is expressed as ‘per cent by volume’, then
it is denoted by the symbol v/v (which means ‘volume by volume’).
We can see the symbols w/w or v/v on the labels of bottles of many
liquid medicines. For example, a particular bottle of the digestion
mixture ‘Milk of Magnesia’ has these words written on  the label of
its bottle “contains approximately 8.0 % w/w of hydrated magnesium
oxide”. (Please note that ‘hydrated magnesium oxide’ means
‘magnesium hydroxide’).

SATURATED AND UNSATURATED SOLUTIONS
When we dissolve a solute in a solvent, then a solution is formed. We can dissolve different amounts of

solute in the same quantity of the solvent. In this way, we can get many solutions having different
concentrations of the same solute. A particular solution may contain less amount of the dissolved solute
whereas another solution may contain more amount of the solute in it. For example, we can prepare many
salt solutions of different concentrations by dissolving different amounts of salt in the same quantity of
water. So, depending upon the amount of solute present, the solutions can be classified into two groups :
Unsaturated solutions and Saturated solutions. Let us discuss it in detail.

1. A solution in which more quantity of solute can be dissolved without raising its temperature, is
called an unsaturated solution. For example, if in an aqueous solution of salt, more of salt can be dissolved
without raising its temperature, then this salt solution will be an unsaturated solution. Actually, an
unsaturated solution contains lesser amount of solute than the maximum amount of solute which can be
dissolved in it at that temperature.

2. A solution in which no more solute can be dissolved at that temperature, is called a saturated

Figure 39. Acetone is an organic liquid
which is a very good solvent. Acetone is
used as nail polish remover by women.
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solution. For example, if in an aqueous salt solution, no more
salt can be dissolved at that temperature, then that salt
solution will be a saturated solution. Thus, a saturated
solution contains  the maximum amount of solute which can
be dissolved in it at that temperature. It is obvious that a
saturated solution contains greater amount of solute than an
unsaturated solution.

(i) A maximum of 32 grams of potassium nitrate can be
dissolved in 100 grams of water at a temperature of
20°C. So, a saturated solution of potassium nitrate at
20°C contains 32 grams of potassium nitrate dissolved
in 100 grams of water.

(ii) A maximum of 36 grams of sodium chloride (common salt) can be dissolved in 100 grams of water
at a temperature of 20°C. So, a saturated solution of sodium chloride at 20°C contains 36 grams of
sodium chloride dissolved in 100 grams of water.

In order to test whether a given solution is saturated or not, we should add some more solute to this
solution and try to dissolve it by stirring (keeping the temperature constant). If more solute does not dissolve
in the given solution, then it will be a saturated solution; but if more solute gets dissolved, then it will be
an unsaturated solution.

Effect of ‘Heating’ and ‘Cooling’ on a Saturated Solution

A solution is “saturated” at a particular temperature only. So, if a saturated solution at a particular
temperature is heated to a higher temperature, then it becomes unsaturated. This is because the solubility
of solute increases on heating and more of solute can be dissolved on raising the temperature of the solution.
Please note that the solubility of a solute in a solution, however, cannot be increased indefinitely on raising
the temperature of the solution. We will now describe the effect of cooling on a saturated solution. If a
saturated solution available at a particular temperature is cooled to a lower temperature, then some of
its dissolved solute will separate out in the form of solid crystals. This is because the solubility of solute
in the solution decreases on cooling. We will now discuss how a saturated solution can be prepared.

To Prepare a Saturated Solution

We will describe the preparation of a saturated solution of a substance, say sodium chloride, at a
temperature of 30°C. We take some water in a beaker and heat it slowly with the help of a burner. Now, we
start adding sodium chloride salt to the hot water
with a spoon and stir it with a glass rod continuously
so that sodium chloride goes on dissolving in water.
We take the temperature of water up to 30°C and
then keeping this temperature constant, go on adding
sodium chloride till no more sodium chloride
dissolves in it and some sodium chloride is also left
undissolved at the bottom of the beaker. The contents
of the beaker are now filtered through a filter paper
arranged in a funnel. The clear solution obtained in
the form of “filtrate” is the saturated solution of
sodium chloride at 30°C.

We will now describe what happens when a
saturated solution of sodium chloride at 30°C is
allowed to cool. If a saturated solution of sodium

Figure 40. Saturated
solution of sodium
chloride.

Figure 41. Saturated
solution of copper
sulphate.

Figure 42. When a saturated solution of sodium chloride at
30°C (shown in the left side beaker in the above picture) is
cooled, then some of the dissolved sodium chloride separates
out from the solution and settles down as a solid (as shown
in the right side beaker in the above picture).
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chloride at 30°C is allowed to cool, then the crystals of solid sodium chloride will reappear in the solution.
Actually, on cooling the solution, the solubility of sodium chloride in water decreases due to which some
of the dissolved sodium chloride separates out from the solution and forms crystals. We will now discuss
the solubility of solutes.

SOLUBILITY
The maximum amount of a solute which can be dissolved in 100 grams of a solvent at a specified

temperature is known as the solubility of that solute in that solvent (at that temperature). If the solvent
is water, then we can define solubility as follows : The maximum amount of a solute which can be dissolved in
100 grams of water at a given temperature, is the solubility of that solute in water (at that temperature). Please note
that solubility is always stated as ‘mass of solute per 100 gram of water’ (or any other solvent). For
example :

(a) A maximum of 32 grams of potassium nitrate can be dissolved in 100 grams of water at 20°C,
therefore, the solubility of potassium nitrate in water is 32 grams at 20°C.

(b) A maximum of 36 grams of sodium chloride (common salt) can be dissolved in 100 grams of water
at 20°C, therefore, the solubility of sodium chloride (or common salt) in water is 36 grams at 20°C.

From the above discussion it is obvious that the solubility of a substance (or solute) refers to its saturated
solution. So, we can write a yet another definition of solubility as follows : The solubility of a solute in water
at a given temperature is the number of grams of that solute which can be dissolved in 100 grams of water to make a
saturated solution at that temperature. The solubility of different substances in water is different. Since the
solubility depends on temperature, so while expressing the solubility of a substance, we have to specify
the temperature also. The solubilities of some of the substances (or solutes) are given below. All these
values of solubilities are ‘per 100 grams of water’.

Substance Solubility in water

(or Solute) (at 20°C)

1. Copper sulphate 21 g

2. Potassium nitrate 32 g

3. Potassium chloride 34 g

4. Sodium chloride 36 g

5. Ammonium chloride 37 g

6. Sugar 204 g

We will now solve one problem based on the calculation of solubility. In order to calculate the solubility
of a substance, all that we have to do is to find the mass of substance dissolved in 100 grams of water. That
will give us solubility of that substance.  Let us solve the problem now.

Sample Problem. 12 grams of potassium sulphate dissolves in 75 grams of water at 60°C. What is its
solubility in water at that temperature ?

Solution. Here we have been given that 75 grams of water dissolves 12 grams of potassium suphate.
We have to find how much potassium  sulphate will dissolve in 100 grams of water. Now,

       75 g of water dissolves = 12 g of potassium sulphate

So, 100 g of water will dissolve = 12 10075 × g of potassium sulphate

 = 16 g of potassium sulphate

Thus, the solubility of potassium sulphate in water is 16 g at 60°C.
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Effect of Temperature and Pressure on Solubility

The effect of temperature and pressure on the solubility of a substance is as follows :

(i) The solubility of solids in liquids usually increases on increasing the temperature; and decreases on
decreasing the temperature.

(ii) The solubility of solids in liquids remains unaffected by the changes in pressure.

(iii) The solubility of gases in liquids usually decreases on increasing the temperature; and increases on
decreasing the temperature.

(iv) The solubility of gases in liquids increases on increasing the pressure; and decreases on decreasing
the pressure.

We will describe the effect of temperature on the solubility of a solid substance in water in a little more
detail. Look at the solubilities of copper sulphate in water at various temperatures given below :

Temperature : 0°C 10°C 20°C 30°C 40°C 50°C 60°C 70°C

Solubility of : 14 g 17 g 21 g 24 g 29 g 34 g 40 g 47 g
copper sulphate

We can see from this data that as the temperature is increased from 0°C to 70°C, the solubility of
copper sulphate in water increases from 14 grams to 47 grams. Now, let us see what happens when we cool
a saturated solution of copper sulphate from a higher temperature to a lower temperature.

The solubility of copper sulphate at 70°C is 47 grams and the solubility of copper sulphate at 20°C is 21
grams (as shown in the above table). This means  that 100 grams of water can dissolve a maximum of 47
grams of copper sulphate at 70°C but only 21 grams at 20°C. So, if we cool a saturated solution of copper
sulphate made in 100 grams of water from 70°C to 20°C, then the solubility of copper sulphate will decrease
and 47 grams – 21 grams = 26 grams of copper sulphate will separate out from the solution in the form of
solid crystals. Let us solve a problem now.

Figure 44. Soda water contains carbon dioxide gas
dissolved in water under pressure. When a bottle of soda
water is opened, pressure falls and carbon dioxide gas
escapes producing a fizz. This shows that the solubility of
a gas in a liquid decreases on decreasing the pressure.

Figure 43. Water always contains some air (which is
gas) dissolved in it. When water is heated, the
temperature increases and some of the dissolved air
comes out forming tiny bubbles. This shows that the
solubility of a gas in a liquid decreases on increasing
the temperature.
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Sample Problem. A student determined the solubility of four substances, potassium nitrate, sodium
chloride, potassium chloride and ammonium chloride in water at five different temperatures of 10°C, 20°C,
40°C, 60°C and 80°C, and obtained the following data :

Substance Solubility

10°C 20°C 40°C 60°C 80°C

1. Potassium nitrate 21 g 32 g 62 g 106 g 167 g

2. Sodium chloride 36 g 36 g 36 g 37 g 37 g

3. Potassium chloride 35 g 35 g 40 g 46 g 54 g

4. Ammonium chloride 24 g 37 g 41 g 55 g 66 g

(a) What mass of potassium nitrate would be needed to make a saturated solution of potassium nitrate
in 50 grams of water at 40°C ?.

(b) What would be observed if a saturated solution of potassium chloride at 80°C is left to cool to the
room temperature ?

(c) What is the solubility of each salt at 20°C ? Which salt has the highest solubility at this temperature ?

(d) What is the effect of change of temperature on the solubility of a salt as shown by the above data ?
(NCERT Book Question)

Solution (a) The solubility of potassium nitrate at 40°C is 62 grams (see the given table). This means
that 62 grams of potassium nitrate is needed to make a saturated solution of potassium nitrate in 100 grams
of water at 40°C. So, to make a saturated solution in 50 grams of water we will require half of 62 grams of

potassium nitrate which is 
62

= 31
2

 grams of potassium nitrate.

(b) When a saturated solution of potassium chloride at 80°C is left to cool, then solid potassium chloride
(or crystals of potassium chloride) will gradually separate out from the solution (because the solubility
decreases on cooling).

(c) The solubility of various salts at 20°C is : Potassium nitrate 32 g ; Sodium chloride 36 g ; Potassium
chloride 35 g ; and Ammonium chloride 37 g. Ammonium chloride has the highest solubility (of 37 g) at
this temperature of 20°C.

(d) The given data shows that the solubility of a salt increases on increasing the temperature.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHANGES
There are some changes during which no new substances are formed. On the other hand, there are

some other changes during which new substances are formed. So, on the basis of whether new substances
are formed or not, we can classify all the changes into two groups : physical changes and chemical changes.
We will now discuss physical changes and chemical changes in detail, one by one. Let us start with the
physical changes.

Physical Changes

Those changes in which no new substances are formed, are called physical changes. In a physical
change, the substances involved do not change their identity. They  can be easily returned to their original
form by some physical process. This means that physical changes can be easily reversed. The changes in
physical state, size and shape of a substance are physical changes. Some common examples of physical
changes are :  Melting of ice (to form water); Freezing of water (to form ice); Boiling of water (to form
steam); Condensation of steam (to form water); Making a solution ; Glowing of an electric bulb; and
Breaking of a glass tumbler. These physical changes are discussed  on the next page.
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(i) When ice is heated, it melts to form water. Though ice and water look different, they are both made
of water molecules. Thus, no new chemical substance is formed during the melting of ice. So, the melting
of ice to form water is a physical change. When water is cooled (as in a refrigerator), then water solidifies
to form ice. This is called freezing of water. The freezing of water to form ice is also a physical change.

(ii) When water is heated, it boils to form steam. Though steam and water look different, they are both
made of water molecules. Thus, no new chemical substance is formed during the boiling of water. So, the
boiling of water to form steam is a physical change. When steam is cooled, it condenses (liquefies) to
form water. The condensation of steam to form water is also a physical change.

(iii) When an electric bulb is switched on, an electric current passes through its filament. The filament
of bulb becomes white hot and glows to give light. When the current is switched off, the filament returns to
its normal condition and the bulb stops glowing. No new substance is formed in the bulb during this
process. So, the glowing of an electric bulb is a physical change.

(iv) We take water in a china dish and dissolve some common salt in it. The salt disappears in water
and forms a salt solution. So, a change has taken place in making salt solution. Let us now heat this china
dish containing salt solution on a burner till all the water evaporates. A white powder is left behind in the
china dish. If we taste this white powder, we will find that it is common salt. It is the same common salt
which we had dissolved in water earlier. This means that no new chemical substance has been formed by
dissolving common salt in water to make salt solution. Thus, making of a solution is a physical change.

(v) When a glass tumbler breaks, it forms many pieces. Each broken piece of glass tumbler is still glass.
So, during the breaking of a glass tumbler, only the size and shape of glass has changed but no new
substance has been formed. So, the breaking of a glass tumbler is a physical change.

The physical changes are temporary changes which can be reversed easily to form the original
substance. For example, the melting of ice to form water is a temporary change. We can reverse this physical
change easily by cooling water to form the original substance, ice.

Some more examples of physical changes are : Melting of wax ; Melting of butter in a pan ; Melting of
glass ; Dissolving common salt in water ; Making a fruit salad from raw fruits; Mixing of iron filings and
sand ; Sublimation of a solid ; Making of soda water by dissolving carbon dioxide in water ; Formation of
clouds ; Breaking of a piece of chalk ; Stretching of a rubber band ; Cutting or tearing a piece of paper ;
Tearing of cloth ; and Rotation of a fan.

Figure 45. All these changes are physical changes (which are temporary changes and can be reversed easily).

(a) Melting of ice to form water (b) Boiling of water to form steam (c)  Glowing of the
filament of an electric
bulb
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Chemical Changes

Those changes in which new substances are formed, are called chemical changes.  In a chemical
change, the substances involved change their identity. They get converted into entirely new substances.
The new substances usually cannot be returned to their original form. This means that chemical changes
are usually irreversible. Some common examples of chemical changes are : Burning of a magnesium
wire ;  Burning of paper ; Rusting of iron ; Ripening of fruits, Formation of curd from milk ; and Cooking
of  food. Some of these chemical changes are discussed below.

(i) When a magnesium wire is heated, it burns in air to form a white powder called ‘magnesium oxide’.
This magnesium oxide is an entirely new substance. Thus, a new chemical substance is formed during the
burning of a magnesium metal wire. So, the burning of a magnesium wire is a chemical change.

(ii) If we burn a piece of paper with a lighted match stick then entirely new substances like carbon
dioxide, water vapour, smoke and ash are produced. So, the burning of paper is a chemical change.

The chemical changes are permanent changes which are usually irreversible. For example, the burning
of paper is a permanent change which cannot be reversed. This is because we cannot combine the products
of burning of paper to form the original paper once again.

Some more examples of chemical changes are : Burning of candle wax ; Burning of charcoal ; Burning of
fuels (like Coal, Wood and LPG) ; Burning of hydrogen in oxygen to form water ; Decomposition of water
into hydrogen and oxygen by passing electric current (Electrolysis of water) ;  Burning of incense stick
(agarbatti) ; Formation of iron sulphide from iron and sulphur ; Growth of a plant ; Cutting of trees ; and
Digestion of food. During all these changes, new chemical substances are formed. Please note that chemical
changes are also known as chemical reactions. The following diagrams show a physical change and a
chemical change which take place in the kitchen of our homes everyday :

Figure 46. All these changes are chemical changes (which are permanent changes and cannot be reversed).

(a) Burning of paper (b) Rusting of iron (c) Ripening of fruits

Dough
Rolled

roti

Baked
roti

Figure 47. The rolling of roti out of dough is a physical change but the baking of roti on a
 gas stove is a chemical change.

(a) Rolling of roti (b) Baking of roti
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The main differences between physical and chemical changes are given below.

Physical change      Chemical change

1. No new substance is formed in a physical change. 1. A new substance is formed in a chemical change.
2. A physical change is a temporary change. 2. A chemical change is a permanent change.
3. A physical change is easily reversible. 3. A chemical change is usually irreversible.
4. Very little heat (or light) energy is usually absorbed 4. A lot of heat (or light) energy is absorbed or given

or given out in a physical change. out in a chemical change.
5. The mass of a substance does not alter in a physical 5. The mass of a substance does alter in a chemical

change. change.

We are now in a position to answer the following questions :

  Very Short Answer Type Questions

1. Out of a colloid, solution and a suspension :
(a) which one has the smallest particles ?
(b) which one has the largest particles ?

2. What is the name of the clear liquid formed when a solid dissolves in a liquid ?
3. Which of the two will scatter light : soap solution or sugar solution ? Why ?
4. State whether colloidal solutions are homogeneous or heterogeneous.
5. What is the most common way of expressing the concentration of a solution ?
6. How much water should be added to 15 grams of salt to obtain 15 per cent salt solution ?
7. How much water should be mixed with 12 mL of alcohol so as to obtain 12 % alcohol solution ?
8. A 5 per cent sugar solution means that :

(a) 5 g of sugar is dissolved in 95 g of water.
(b) 5 g of sugar is dissolved in 100 g of water.
Choose the correct answer.

9. A 15% alcohol solution means :
(a) 15 mL alcohol and 85 mL water.
(b) 15 mL alcohol and 100 mL water.
Choose the correct answer.

10. Calculate the concentration of a solution which contains 2.5 g of salt dissolved in 50 g of water.
11. What is the concentration of a solution which contains 16 g of urea in 120 g of solution ?
12. A solution contains 5.6 mL of alcohol mixed with 75 mL of water. Calculate the concentration of this solution.
13. If 25 mL of acetone is present in 150 mL of its aqueous solution,  calculate the concentration of solution.
14. What happens when the temperature of a saturated sugar solution is increased ?
15. Which of the following contains less solute at a given temperature and pressure ?

Unsaturated solution or Saturated solution.
16. State one instance where water undergoes a physical change and one in which it undergoes a chemical

change.
17. State whether the following statements are true or false :

(a) Bread is an example of solid foam.
(b) Sponge is an example of solid sol.

What type of colloids are bread and sponge ?
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18. Choose one term from the following which includes the other three :
aerosol, emulsion, colloid, sol

 19. Which of the following is a sol ?
Shaving cream, Milk, Fog, Soap solution, Hairspray

20. Fill in the following blanks :
(a) Milk is a .............. solution but vinegar is a .......... solution.
(b) A colloid is a ..............mixture and its components can be separated by the technique known as ...............

 Short Answer Type Questions
21. Define (a) solute, and (b) solvent
22. What is the difference between solutions and colloids ?
23. What is the difference between colloids and suspensions ?
24. In what respects does a true solution differ from a colloidal solution ?
25. Classify the following into true solutions and colloidal solutions :

Ink, Salt solution, Starch solution, Blood, Sugar solution
26. How will you test whether a given solution is a colloidal solution ?
27. Explain what happens when a beam of light is passed through a colloidal solution.
28. How will you distinguish a colloid from a solution ?
29. How will you differentiate between a suspension and a colloid ?
30. You have been given a suspension and a solution. How could you tell the difference between them by their

appearance ?
31. Which of the following will show Tyndall effect ? Why ?

(a) Salt solution (b)  Starch solution
(c) Milk (d)  Copper sulphate solution

32. Name the different types of solutions. Give one example of each.
33. Classify the following into solutions, suspensions and colloids :

Soda-water, Milk, Brine, Blood, Ink, Smoke in air, Chalk water mixture, Milk of Magnesia, Shaving cream,
Muddy river water.

34. Define the following :
(a) Sol (b) Aerosol (c) Emulsion (d) Foam
Give one example of each.

35. What is meant by the concentration of a solution ?
36. What will happen if a saturated solution is : (i) heated, and (ii) cooled ?
37. 21.5 g of sodium chloride dissolves in 60 g of water at 25°C. Calculate the solubility of sodium chloride in

water at that temperature.
38. 9.72 g of potassium chloride dissolves in 30 g of water at 70°C. Calculate the solubility of potassium chloride

at that temperature.
39. Classify the following as physical or chemical changes :

(i) Cooking of food (ii) Boiling of water
(iii) Cutting of trees (iv) Dissolving salt in water
(v) Digestion of food (vi) Melting of ice

40. Which of the following are physical changes and which are chemical changes ?
(a) Burning of a magnesium wire
(b) Freezing of water
(c) Rusting of iron
(d) Glowing of an electric bulb

41. Classify the following as physical or chemical changes :
(i) Formation of curd from milk (ii) Condensation of steam

(iii) Growth of a plant (iv) Breaking of a glass tumbler
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42. Separate the following into physical and chemical changes :
Sublimation of a solid, Decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen by passing electric current,
Formation of clouds, Making a fruit salad from raw fruits, Dissolving carbon dioxide in water

43. Which of the following are physical changes and which are chemical changes ?
Burning of candle wax, Melting of candle wax, Mixing of iron filings and sand, Burning of wood, Breaking
a piece of chalk, Burning a piece of paper, Cutting a piece of paper

44. The ‘sea water’ can be classified as a homogeneous mixture as well as a heterogeneous mixture ? Comment.
45. Which of the following do not exhibit Tyndall effect ?

Starch solution, Sugar solution, Ink, Salt solution, Copper sulphate solution, Ammonium chloride solution,
Fog, Smoke, Car exhausts.

  Long Answer Type Questions

46. (a) What is a physical change ? Give two examples of physical changes.
(b) What is a chemical change ? Give two examples of chemical changes.

47. (a) Give the main differences between physical changes and chemical changes.
(b) Which of the following are chemical changes and which physical ? Give reason.

(i) a glass bottle breaking (ii) coal burning in air
(iii) making a cake (iv) wool being knitted into a sweater

48. (a) Define solubility of a substance. How does it vary with temperature ?
(b) What do you understand by the statement “the solubility of copper sulphate in water at 20°C is 20.7 g” ?
(c) What is the effect of temperature on the solubility of solids in liquids ?

49. (a) What is meant by a solution ? Give two examples of solutions.
(b) What is a suspension ? Give two examples of suspensions.
(c) What is a colloid ? Give two examples of colloids (or colloidal solutions).

50. (a) Differentiate between a saturated and an unsaturated solution. How will you test whether a given solution
is saturated or not ?

(b) How would you prepare a saturated solution of sodium chloride in water at 25°C ? What will happen if
this solution is cooled to 10°C ?

  Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)

51. One of the following is a solid foam. This one is :
(a) butter (b) bread (c) shaving cream (d) ruby

52. Which of the following is not an emulsion ?
(a) milk (b) butter (c) face cream (d) shaving cream

53. One of the following  does not show Tyndall effect. This one is :
(a) soap solution (b) ink (c) sugar solution (d)  starch solution

54. Which one of the following is most likely to exhibit Tyndall effect ?
(a) sugar and water mixture (b) potash alum and water mixture
(c) chalk powder and water mixture (d) potassium permanganate and water mixture

55. Milk of Magnesia is :
(a) a colloid (b) a true solution
(c) a homogeneous mixture (d) a suspension

56. Which of the following represents the solubility of sugar in water at 20°C ?
(a)  21 g (b) 204 g (c)  37 g (d) 164 g

57. Which one of the following is not a chemical change ?
(a) formation of curd (b) ripening of banana
(c) sublimation of naphthalene (d) corrosion of photo frame

58. One of the following liquids will leave behind a residue on heating. This one is :
(a) brine (b) bromine (c) mercury (d) alcohol

59. Which of the following can be called a suspension ?
(a) milk (b) milk of magnesia (c) salt solution (d) vinegar
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60. One of the following represents the solution of solid in a solid. This one is :
(a) boron (b) brass (c) beryllium (d) bread

61. The rusting of an iron object is called :
(a) corrosion and it is a physical as well as a chemical change
(b) dissolution and it is a physical change
(c) corrosion and it is a chemical change
(d) dissolution and it is a chemical change

62. A mixture of sulphur and carbon disulphide is :
(a) heterogeneous and shows Tyndall effect
(b) homogeneous and shows Tyndall effect
(c) heterogeneous and does not show Tyndall effect
(d) homogeneous and does not show Tyndall effect

63. Tincture of iodine has antiseptic properties. This solution is made by dissolving :
(a) iodine in potassium iodide (b) iodine in acetone
(c) iodine in water (d) iodine in alcohol

64. Which of the following are physical changes ?
  (i) melting of iron metal (ii) rusting of iron metal
(iii) bending of an iron rod (iv) drawing a wire of iron metal
(a) (i), (ii) and (iii) (b) (i), (ii) and (iv) (c) (i), (iii) and (iv) (d) (ii), (iii) and (iv)

65. Which of the following are chemical changes ?
(i) decaying of wood (ii) burning of wood
(iii) sawing of wood (iv) hammering of nail into wood
(a) (i) and (ii) (b) (ii) and (iii) (c) (iii) and (iv) (d) (i) and (iv)

  Questions Based on High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)
66. Many indigestion mixtures are suspensions. What do the instructions written on the bottle of an indigestion

mixture tell us before taking the mixture, and why ?
67. Three mixtures A, B and C are obtained by stirring three different solids in water taken in separate beakers.

When mixture A is allowed to stand for some time, then its particles settle at the bottom of the beaker. When
a beam of light is passed through mixture A in a dark room, the path of light becomes visible when observed
from the side of the beaker. When mixture B is allowed to stand for a considerable time, even then its
particles do not settle down. Mixture B, however, scatters the beam of light just like mixture A. The particles
of mixture C do not settle down on keeping and it also does not scatter a beam of light passing through it.
(a) What are the mixtures like A known as ?
(b) What are the mixtures like B known as ?
(c) What are the mixtures like C known as ?
(d) Name the phenomenon exhibited by A and B which occurs on passing a beam of light through them.
(e) Name one mixture each which is like (i) A (ii) B, and (iii) C.

68. When the solid A is added to water, it dissolves with the evolution of a lot of heat and making little explosions
to form two products B and C. The properties of products B and C are entirely different from those of solid
A as well as water. Moreover, products B and C cannot be reconverted into solid A and water. When another
solid D is added to water, it dissolves with the absorption of a little heat to form a product E which cools
down. The product E shows the properties of both, solid D as well as water. Moreover, product E  can be
converted into solid D and water.
(a) What type of change occurs when solid A is dissolved in water ? Why ?
(b) What type of change occurs when solid D is dissolved in water ? Why ?
(c) Name a metal which you think could behave like solid A. Also name the products B and C.
(d) Name the solid D if it is the one which is used in making ordinary dry cells.
(e) Name the process by which D can be recovered from E.

69. 100 mL of water at room temperature of 25°C is taken in a beaker and a little of solid S is dissolved in it by
stirring to obtain a solution X. More and more of solid S is added to the solution with constant stirring,
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while keeping the temperature of solution constant at 30°C. After some time it is observed that no more
solid dissolves in water and at the same time some solid is also left undissolved at the bottom of the beaker.
The contents of beaker are filtered through a filter paper to obtain solution Y in the form of a filtrate.
(a) What name is given to solutions like X ?
(b) What name is given to solutions like Y ?
(c) What will you observe if the solution Y at 30°C is cooled down to 10°C by keeping the beaker in crushed

ice ? Why ?
(d) What term is used to denote the amount of solid dissolved in 100 grams of water in a solution like Y ?

70. The solubility of ammonium chloride in water at various temperatures is given below :
Temperature : 10°C 20°C 40°C 60°C 80°C
Solubility : 24 g 37 g 41 g 55 g 66 g
What mass of ammonium chloride would be needed to make a saturated solution of ammonium chloride in
fifty grams of water at 40°C ?

ANSWERS

2. Solution 4. Heterogeneous 6. 85 g water 7. 88 mL water 8. (a) 9. (a) 10. 4.7% 11. 13.3%
12. 6.9% 13. 16.6% 15. Unsaturated solution 16. Physical change : Vaporisation (to form water vapour
or steam) ; Chemical change : Electrolysis ( to form hydrogen and oxygen) 17. (a) True (b) False 18. Colloid
19. Soap solution 20. (a) colloidal;  true (b) homogeneous ; centrifugation 37. 35.8 g 38. 32.4 g 44. When
sea water is a mixture of dissolved salts and water only, it is homogeneous ; If sea water also contains
suspended impurities like decayed plant or animal material, etc., then it will be heterogeneous  48. (b) It
means that a maximum of 20.7 grams of copper sulphate can be dissolved in 100 grams of water at a
temperature of 20°C 51. (b) 52. (d) 53. (c) 54. (c) 55. (d) 56. (b) 57. (c) 58. (a) 59. (b) 60. (b)
61.  (c) 62. (d) 63. (d) 64. (c) 65. (a) 66. “Shake well before use”. This is because the particles of
indigestion mixture settle down at the bottom of the bottle 67. (a) Suspensions (b) Colloids (c) True
solutions (d) Tyndall effect (e) (i) Chalk-water mixture (ii) Soap solution (c) Salt solution 68. (a) Chemical
change ; Because the properties of products B and C are entirely different from those of solid A and water
(b) Physical change ; Because the product E shows the properties of both, solid D and water  (c) Sodium ;
Sodium hydroxide and Hydrogen  (d) Ammonium chloride   (e) Evaporation 69. (a) Unsaturated solution
(b) Saturated solution   (c) Some of the dissolved solid will separate from the solution and settle down at the
bottom of the beaker ; Because the solubility of solid decreases on cooling (d) Solubility 70. 20.5 g

SEPARATION OF MIXTURES
Many of the materials around us are mixtures. These mixtures have two or more than two substances

(or constituents) mixed in them. It may not be possible to use a mixture as such in homes and in industries.
We may require only one (or two) separate constituents of a mixture for our use. So, we have to separate
the various mixtures into their individual constituents to make them useful in our daily life.

The various constituents of a mixture have different physical properties such as density, solubility, size
of particles, behaviour towards magnet, volatility, boiling points, etc. This difference in the physical properties
of constituents is used to separate them from a mixture. The method to be used for separating a mixture
depends on the nature of its constituents. Different mixtures are separated by using different physical
processes. The various physical processes which are commonly used to separate the constituents of
mixtures are : Sublimation, Magnet, Solvents, Filtration, Centrifugation, Evaporation, Crystallisation,
Chromatography, Distillation, Fractional distillation and Separating funnel. In some cases, more than
one of these processes are used for separating a mixture.

In order to learn the separation of mixtures, we will consider the following three cases :
1. Mixture of two solids
2. Mixture of a solid and a liquid
3. Mixture of two liquids

We will now discuss these three cases in detail, one by one.
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SEPARATION OF MIXTURE OF TWO SOLIDS
All the mixtures containing two solid substances can be separated by one of the following methods :
(i) By using a suitable solvent

(ii) By the process of sublimation
(iii) By using a magnet

We will now describe all these methods of separating solid-solid mixtures in detail, one by one.

1. Separation by a Suitable Solvent

In some cases, one constituent of a mixture
is soluble in a particular liquid solvent whereas
the other constituent is insoluble in it. This
difference in the solubilities of the constituents
of a mixture can be used to separate them. For
example, sugar is soluble in water whereas sand
is insoluble in it, so a mixture of sugar and sand
can be separated by using water as solvent. This
will become more clear from the following
discussion.

To Separate a Mixture of Sugar and Sand

Sugar is soluble in water whereas sand is insoluble in water. This difference in the solubilities of
sugar and sand in water is used to separate them. This is done as follows. The mixture of sugar and sand
is taken in a beaker and water is added to it. The mixture is stirred to dissolve the sugar in water [see
Figures 49 (a) and (b)]. The sand remains undissolved.

Filter
paper

Funnel

Sand
(Residue)

Sugar solution
(Filtrate)

Filter

Sand

Beaker

Sugar
and sand
mixture

Add water
and stir

Sugar
solution

( )a ( )b ( )c

Figure 49. Separation of sugar and sand mixture.

The sugar solution containing sand is filtered by pouring over a filter paper kept in a funnel [see Figure
49 (c)]. Sand remains as a residue on the filter paper and sugar solution is obtained as a filtrate in the
beaker kept below the funnel. The sugar solution is evaporated carefully
to get the crystals of sugar. In this way, a mixture of sugar and sand has
been separated by using water as the solvent.

Common salt is soluble in water whereas sand is insoluble in water.
So, a mixture of common salt (sodium chloride), and sand can also be
separated by using water as solvent. This will be similar to the separation
of sugar and sand mixture which has been described above. Please note
that copper sulphate, ammonium chloride, potassium nitrate and potash
alum are also soluble in water, but carbon and sulphur are insoluble in
water. Sugar is soluble in alcohol but salt is insoluble in alcohol, so a

(a) Water (b) Sugar
Figure 48. Sugar is soluble in water but sand is insoluble in

water.

(c) Sand

Figure 50. Mixture of common salt
and sand.
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mixture of sugar and salt can be separated by using alcohol as solvent. We will now separate a mixture
of sulphur and sand.

To Separate a Mixture of Sulphur and Sand

Sulphur is insoluble in water and sand is also insoluble in water, so water cannot be used as a solvent
to separate their mixture. Sulphur is, however, soluble in carbon disulphide whereas sand is insoluble in
carbon disulphide, therefore, a
mixture of sulphur and sand can
be separated by using carbon
disulphide as solvent. This is done
as follows.

The mixture of sulphur and
sand is shaken with carbon
disulphide. Sulphur dissolves in
carbon disulphide whereas sand
remains undissolved. The sulphur
solution containing sand is filtered
when sand is obtained as a residue on the filter paper and sulphur solution is obtained as a filtrate. On
evaporating the filtrate, carbon disulphide solvent is eliminated and solid sulphur remains behind.

Salt, sugar and carbon are also insoluble in carbon disulphide. So, they can be separated from sulphur
by using carbon disulphide as solvent.

2. Separation by Sublimation

We have already studied the process of sublimation in the previous chapter. We know that the changing
of a solid directly into vapours on heating, and of vapours into solid on cooling is called sublimation.
The solid substance which undergoes sublimation is said to ‘sublime’. The process of sublimation is used
to separate those substances from a mixture which sublime on heating. The solid substance obtained by
cooling the vapours is known as ‘sublimate’. The substances like ammonium chloride, iodine, camphor,
naphthalene and anthracene sublime on heating and can be recovered in the form of a sublimate by cooling
their vapours. This means that ammonium chloride, iodine, camphor, naphthalene and anthracene change
directly from solid to vapours on heating, and from vapours to solid on cooling.

Most of the solid substances do not undergo sublimation. For example, substances such as common
salt (sodium chloride), sand, iron filings, sulphur and chalk, etc., do not sublime on heating. The process of
sublimation is used to separate that component of a solid-solid mixture which sublimes on heating (the
other component of the mixture being non-volatile). Thus, ammonium chloride, iodine, camphor,
naphthalene and anthracene can be separated from a mixture by sublimation. This will become more
clear from the following example.

(a) Carbon disulphide (b) Sulphur (c) Sand

(a) Ammonium
chloride

(b) Iodine (c) Camphor (d) Naphthalene (e) Anthracene

Figure 52. Ammonium chloride, iodine, camphor, naphthalene and anthracene undergo sublimation on heating.

Figure 51. Sulphur is soluble in carbon disulphide but sand is insoluble in it.
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To Separate a Mixture of Common Salt and Ammonium Chloride

Ammonium chloride sublimes on heating whereas common salt does not sublime on heating. So, we
can separate ammonium chloride from a mixture of ‘common salt and ammonium chloride’ by the process
of sublimation. This is done as follows.

The mixture of common salt and ammonium chloride is taken in a china dish and placed on a tripod
stand (see Figure 53). The china dish is covered with an inverted glass funnel. A loose cotton plug is put in
the upper, open end of the funnel to prevent the ammonium chloride vapours from escaping into the
atmosphere. The china dish is heated by using a burner. On heating the mixture, ammonium chloride
changes into white vapours. These vapours rise up and get converted into solid ammonium chloride on
coming in contact with the cold, inner walls of the funnel (see Figure 53). In this way, pure ammonium
chloride collects on the inner sides of the funnel in the form of a sublimate and can be removed. Common
salt does not change into vapours on heating, so it remains behind in the china dish. Thus, the mixture has
been separated into its two components : ammonium chloride and common salt. (Please note that the
chemical name of common salt is sodium chloride, so we could also write sodium chloride in place of
common salt in the above discussion).

Ammonium chloride, iodine, camphor, naphthalene and  anthracene can be separated from non-volatile
substances like common salt (sodium chloride), sand, iron filings, chalk, etc., by the process of sublimation.

3. Separation by a Magnet

Iron is attracted by a magnet.
This property of iron is used to
separate it from a mixture. So, if
a mixture contains iron as one of
the constituents, it can be
separated by using a magnet. For
example, a mixture of iron filings

Burner

Tripod stand

Cotton plug

Inverted
glass

funnel Pure
ammonium
chlorideVapours of

ammonium
chloride

China dish

Wire gauze

Mixture of common
salt and ammonium
chloride

Figure 54. This picture shows the apparatus to separate
a mixture of common salt and iodine by the process of
sublimation. The iodine sublimes on heating (as
indicated by violet vapour in the above picture).
Common salt, however, does not sublime on heating.

Figure 53. Separation of a mixture by sublimation. Here
a mixture of common salt and ammonium chloride is
being separated by sublimation.

(a) Magnet (b) Iron filings (c) Sulphur powder
Figure 55. Iron filings are attracted by a magnet but sulphur is not.
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and sulphur powder can be separated by using a magnet. This is because iron filings are
attracted by a magnet (and stick to it), but sulphur is not attracted by a magnet. This will
become more clear from the following discussion.

To Separate a Mixture of Iron Filings and Sulphur Powder

In order to separate iron filings from sulphur powder, a horse-
shoe type magnet is moved on the surface of the mixture. The iron
filings are attracted by the magnet, they cling to the poles of the magnet
and get separated (see Figure 56). This process has to be repeated a
number of times to achieve complete separation of iron filings. Sulphur
powder is not attracted by a magnet so it remains behind.

A mixture of iron filings and carbon powder can be separated
by using a magnet in a similar way. And a mixture of iron filings
and sand can also be separated by using a magnet. A carpenter
can also separate iron nails from saw-dust by using a magnet.
This is because iron nails stick to the magnet but saw-dust does
not. In industries, the impurity of iron present in several
substances is removed by the use of magnets.

Separation of Scrap Iron

Waste materials supplied to factories contain a number of
scrap metals including iron. So, in factories, scrap iron is
separated from the heap of waste materials by using big
electromagnets fitted to a crane. (A magnet which works with
an electric current is called an electromagnet). When a crane
fitted with a powerful electromagnet is lowered on to the heap
of waste materials, then the scrap iron objects present in the
heap cling to the electromagnet (see Figure 57). The crane is
then moved up and away to drop these scrap iron objects at a
separate place. In this way, scrap iron is separated from the
heap of waste materials.

Figure 56. Iron filings being separated from
a mixture of ‘iron filings and sulphur’ by

Mixture of
iron filings
and sulphur
powder

Horse-shoe
type magnet

Iron filings
cling to magnet

Electromagnet

Crane

Scrap iron objects
cling to electromagnet

Heap of waste
materials

Figure 57. Separation of scrap iron from a heap
of waste materials by using an electromagnet.

Figure 58. This photograph shows iron-containing
materials being lifted up by an electromagnet attached
to a scrapyard crane to be separated from other metal
scrap in a factory.

Figure 59. Sometimes tiny iron or steel particles may
fall into the eye of a person (like a factory worker).
In hospitals, doctors use electromagnets to remove
particles of iron or steel from a person’s eye.

3

3
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SEPARATION OF MIXTURE OF A SOLID AND A LIQUID
All the mixtures containing a solid and a liquid are separated by one of the following processes :
(i) By filtration (iv) By crystallisation

(ii) By centrifugation (v) By chromatography
(iii) By evaporation (vi) By distillation

We will now discuss all these methods in detail, one by one. Before we go further and describe the
process of filtration for separating mixtures, we should know something about a filter paper and how it is
folded for carrying out filtration.

Filter Paper. A filter paper is a round piece of special paper which has millions of tiny pores (or tiny
holes) in it. The pores of a filter paper are so small that they cannot be seen with naked eyes. They can be
seen only through a microscope. The liquids (like water, salt solution, oil, etc.) can pass through the tiny
pores of a filter paper but solid particles (like chalk particles or sand particles) being large, cannot pass
through the tiny pores of the filter paper. The solid which remains behind on the filter paper is called
residue. The liquid which passes through the filter paper is called filtrate. A filter paper is shown in
Figure 60(a).

(a) Filter paper (b) First fold (c) Second fold (d) Filter paper (e) Cone fitted
  cone                     in funnel

Figure 60. Folding of filter paper to form a cone.

Folding of Filter Paper. Before a filter paper can be used for the process of filtration, it is folded properly
to make a hollow cone (which is then kept in the funnel). The filter paper is folded in the following steps :

(i) The round piece of filter paper is taken and folded in half [see Figures 60 (a) and (b)].

(ii) The half folded filter paper is folded again [see Figure 60(c)].

(iii) The twice folded filter paper is opened to form a hollow cone (by keeping three layers of filter paper
on one side and one layer on the other side) [see Figure 60(d)].

(iv) This cone of filter paper is placed inside a funnel [as shown in Figure 60(e)]. It is then used for the
process of filtration in a science laboratory.

Keeping these points in mind, we will now describe filtration as a method for separating mixtures.

1. Separation by Filtration

The process of removing insoluble solids from a liquid by using a filter paper is known as filtration.
Filtration is used for separating insoluble substances from a liquid. The mixture of insoluble solid and
the liquid is poured into a filter paper cone fixed in a funnel by using a glass rod as a guide (see Figure 61).
The liquid passes through the filter paper and collects in the beaker kept below the funnel. The solid
particles (being bigger in size) do not pass through the filter paper and remain behind on the filter paper.
The solid substance left behind on the filter paper is called residue. The clear liquid obtained is called
filtrate. In this way, a mixture of insoluble solid in a liquid is separated into the ‘solid’ and ‘clear liquid’.

A mixture of chalk and water is separated by filtration. When the mixture of chalk and water is
poured on the filter paper fixed in a funnel, then clear water passes through the filter paper and collects as

Funnel
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filtrate. The chalk particles remain behind on filter paper as residue. A mixture of sand and water can also
be separated by filtration. When the mixture of sand and water is poured on a filter paper fixed in a
funnel, then clear water passes through filter paper and collects as filtrate. The sand remains behind on the
filter paper in the form of a residue.

The ‘chalk and water mixture’ and ‘sand and water mixture’which have been separated by filtration are
heterogeneous mixtures of a solid in a liquid. This means that a heterogeneous mixture of a solid and a
liquid can be separated by the process of filtration. Please note that filtration can separate only insoluble
substances (or undissolved substances) present in a liquid. Filtration cannot remove any solid substances
which are dissolved in a liquid.

In science experiments we use a filter paper as ‘filter’ for carrying out the process of filtration. But in
everyday life, different kinds of ‘filters’ are used. For example, a wire-mesh, a piece of cotton, a piece of
muslin cloth (fine cloth) or even a layer of sand, can be used as ‘filters’ for various purposes. The size of

Figure 61. Separation of a mixture by filtration.

Filter paper
cone

Glass
rod

Funnel
Insoluble solid
(Residue)

Clear liquid
(Filtrate)

Mixture of
insoluble solid
and liquid

Figure 62. This student is separating a mixture
of ‘insoluble solid in a liquid’ by filtration.

Figure 64. Separation of used tea-leaves
from prepared tea by the process of filtration.

Figure 63. The tea strainer has a wire-mesh
in it which acts as a filter.

Tea containing
tea leaves

Tea leaves
stop here

Clear tea

Tea-strainer
(having wire
mesh as filter)

4

4
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holes of the filter to be used depends on the size of the solid particles to be separated from the liquid.
When we make tea, we add tea-leaves. Now, to separate used tea-leaves we pour the prepared tea over a
tea-strainer (see Figure 64). The tea-strainer has a wire mesh in it which acts as a filter. The liquid tea
passes through the small holes of a tea-strainer and collects in the cup below. The tea leaves (being bigger
in size) do not pass through the wire mesh of tea-strainer. The tea-leaves remain behind on the tea-strainer.
In this way, the used tea-leaves are separated from prepared tea by the method of filtration.

In many homes, drinking water is filtered by using special ‘water filters’ which remove bacteria present
in it. In cities, gutter water is filtered through big metallic filters to separate solid materials present in it so
as to avoid choking of underground drains (called sewers). The process of filtration plays an important role
in the purification of water at water works (which supplies drinking water in a city). This is described
below.

Supply of Drinking Water in a City

In cities, drinking water is supplied from water works. In water works, the methods like sedimentation,
decantation, loading, filtration and chlorination, etc., are used to remove undesirable materials from water.
This is described below.

The source of water supply in a city is either a nearby river or a lake (called reservoir). The river
water and lake water usually contain suspended solid substances and some germs. So, before this water
can be supplied to homes, it must be purified to remove suspended impurities as well as germs. This is
done at a place called water works. The water works of a city is usually situated near the bank of a river or
a lake. The purification of river water (or lake water) is done in the following steps :

(i) The water from a river (or lake) is pumped by the pumping station into a large reservoir called
sedimentation tank (see Figure 65). This water is allowed to stand in the sedimentation tank for some
time. During this time, many of the insoluble substances present in water settle down at the bottom of the
tank.

River or
Lake (Reservoir)

Pipe

Pumping
station

Sedimentation
tank

Loading
tank

Filtration
tank

Chlorination
tank

Pumping
station

Home

Water storage
tank

Tap

ChlorineCoarse
sand

Gravel

Fine
sand

Alum
added

Figure 65. Supply of drinking water in a city.

(ii) From the sedimentation tank, water is sent to a ‘loading tank’. In the loading tank, some alum
(phitkari) is added to water. The heavy particles of dissolved alum deposit on the suspended clay particles
in water. In this way, the suspended clay particles in water get ‘loaded’ with alum particles, become heavy
and settle down at the bottom of the tank. Thus, the process of loading (by using alum) removes the
suspended clay particles from water.
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(iii)  The water is then passed through a filtration tank. The filtration tank has three layers : fine sand
layer at the top, coarse sand layer in the middle and gravel (tiny stones) as the bottom layer. The layers of
sand and gravel act as filters. When water passes through the layers of sand and gravel, even the small
suspended particles and other materials in water get removed.

(iv) The clear water is then passed into a chlorination tank. A little chlorine gas is added to water in
this tank. Chlorine is added to water to kill the germs present in it. This is called disinfecting the water
(or sterilising the water). The water now becomes fit for drinking (or safe for drinking).

(v) The clean and disinfected water is then pumped by a pumping station into high storage tanks (see
Figure 65). From the high storage tank, water is supplied to homes and factories in the entire city through
a network of big and small pipes.

2. Separation by Centrifugation

If we have a mixture of fine suspended particles in a liquid, we can separate it by the process of filtration
by using a filter paper. This process is, however, very slow. But we can separate the suspended particles of
a substance in a liquid very rapidly by using the method of centrifugation. Centrifugation is done by using
a machine called centrifuge. We can now say that : Centrifugation is a method for separating the suspended
particles of a substance from a liquid in which the mixture is rotated (or spun) at a high speed in a
centrifuge.

In the method of centrifugation, the mixture of fine suspended particles in a liquid is taken in a test-
tube (called centrifuge tube). The test-tube is placed in a centrifuge machine and rotated rapidly for some
time. As the mixture rotates round rapidly, a force acts on the heavier suspended particles in it and brings
them down to the bottom of the test-tube. The clear liquid, being lighter, remains on top (see Figure 69).
We can separate the clay particles suspended in water very rapidly by the method of centrifugation. The
suspension of clay particles in water is taken in a test-tube and rotated very fast in a centrifuge machine.
The clay particles settle down at the bottom of the test-tube and clear water remains at the top. They can
now be separated by decantation.

Figure 66. This is a centrifuge. The lid of this centrifuge
has been opened to show the inside details. We can see
the four centrifuge tube holders. The motor shaft which
rotates the centrifuge tube holders can be seen in the
middle.

Figure 67. Blood is a mixture of blood cells in a liquid
called plasma. Blood can be separated into blood cells and
plasma by centrifugation. The centrifuge tube in the above
photograph shows blood cells at the bottom and plasma at
the top which have been separated by centrifugation.
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Separation of Cream from Milk

Milk is a suspension of tiny droplets of oil (cream) in a watery liquid. The process of centrifugation is
used in dairies to separate cream from milk. The milk is put in a closed container in big centrifuge machine.
When the centrifuge machine is switched on, the milk is rotated (or spun) at a very high speed in its
container. Due to this, the milk separates into ‘cream’ and ‘skimmed milk’. The cream, being lighter, floats
over the skimmed milk. It can then be removed. Thus, cream is separated from milk by centrifugation.
The process of centrifugation is also used in washing machines to squeeze out water from wet clothes and
make them dry.

The methods of filtration and centrifugation which we have just discussed can be used to separate an
insoluble solid substance from a liquid. They cannot separate a dissolved solid from a liquid. The separation
of a dissolved solid from a liquid can be done by a number of other methods such as evaporation,
crystallisation, chromatography and distillation. We will now discuss all these methods in detail, one by
one.

3. Separation by Evaporation

The changing of a liquid into vapours (or gas) is called evaporation. Evaporation is used to separate a
solid substance that has dissolved in water (or any other liquid). The dissolved substance is left as a solid
residue when all the water (or liquid) has evaporated. The use of process of evaporation for separating a
mixture is based on the fact that liquids vaporise easily whereas solids do not vaporise easily. Though
evaporation of a liquid can take place even at room temperature but it is very slow at room temperature.
Evaporation can be made quicker by heating the solution.

If we have a mixture of common salt and water, then we cannot separate common salt from water by
filtration or centrifugation. This is because common salt is completely dissolved in water and not insoluble
in it. We can recover common salt from salt-water mixture (or salt solution) by the process of evaporation.

The common salt dissolved in water can be separated by the process of evaporation. This is done as
follows : The solution of common salt and water is taken in a china dish and heated gently by using a
burner [see Figure 70(a)]. The water present in salt solution will form water vapours and escape into

Test-tube

Solid particles
suspended in a
liquid

Clear liquid

Solid particles

Figure 69.

(a) Before centrifuging     (b) After centrifuging

Figure 68. A centrifuge is used to separate suspended solid
particles from a liquid, quickly. When the centrifuge is switched
on, the test-tubes (containing suspension) held in it swing out
and spin (or rotate) at high speed. The centrifugal  force acts
on suspended particles which forces them to go to the bottom
of test-tubes and clear liquid remains on top (This sketch shows
four test-tubes spinning at the same time).

Spins
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Suspended particles
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( )a ( )b

Figure 70. Separation of common salt dissolved in water by evaporation.

atmosphere. When all the water present in the solution of common salt and water gets evaporated, then
common salt is left behind in the china dish as a white solid [see Figure 70(b)].

The process of evaporation is used on a large scale to obtain common salt from sea-water. Sea-water
is trapped in shallow lakes (called lagoons) and allowed to stand there. The heat of sun gradually evaporates
water in the shallow lakes and common salt is left behind
as a solid.

When a sugar solution is evaporated carefully, then
water is eliminated and solid sugar is left behind. We
can also separate copper sulphate (blue vitriol) from its
solution by the process of evaporation. The substances
like potash alum and potassium nitrate, etc., are also
separated from their water solutions (called aqueous
solutions) by the process of evaporation. It should be
noted that during the evaporation of a ‘water solution’
we get the ‘dissolved solid substance’ but water cannot
be recovered in this method. Water evaporates into the
atmosphere. When a solution of sulphur in carbon
disulphide is evaporated, then carbon disulphide
vaporises and solid sulphur is left behind. It should be
clear by now that evaporation is used for recovering
dissolved solid substances from liquid mixtures (or
solutions) but the liquid itself cannot be recovered by
this method. The liquid vaporises and gets lost to the
air.

The blue ink (or black ink) used in fountain pens is a liquid mixture. It is a mixture of a ‘dye’ in
water. This dye is the coloured component of the ink (which gives it a blue or black colour). We can
separate the ‘coloured component of ink’ (or ‘dye’ from ink) by the process of evaporation. Please note
that for evaporating ink, we do not heat the china dish containing ink directly over the flame (as we did in
the case of salt solution in Figure 70). This is because the ‘dye’ obtained from ink can get decomposed by
the high temperature produced by the direct heating with a burner. We use a ‘water bath’ for evaporating
ink. A simple water bath can be made by filling a beaker half with water. We will now describe the
experiment to obtain ‘dye’ from the ink.

Experiment to Obtain Coloured Component (Dye) From Ink
We take a beaker and fill it half with water (This will serve as a water bath). About 5 mL of ink (blue

Figure 71. This picture shows the experimental set-up
for separating salt from water by evaporation. As the
water boils away, salt is left behind in the china dish. We
can see the salt recovered by evaporation in the china
dish in the above photograph.
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ink or black ink) is put in a china dish. The china dish containing ink is then placed over the mouth of
beaker containing water, which is kept on a tripod stand [see Figure 72(a)]. We now start heating the
beaker with a burner. Soon, the water in beaker starts boiling to form steam. This steam heats the ink in the

china dish. Due to this heating, the water present in ink starts evaporating gradually. When all the water
has evaporated from ink, we stop heating. We will find that a small amount of a solid coloured material is
left in the china dish [see Figure 72 (b)]. This coloured material is the dye which was present in the ink.
Thus, water has evaporated from the ink and solid dye is left behind. This experiment shows that ink is
not a single substance (or pure substance), it is a mixture. Ink is a mixture of dye in water.

We have just discussed the separation of a solid from a solution by the process of evaporation. In
evaporation, we have to heat the solution to dryness. So, evaporation gives us the solid substance in the
form of a powder. Moreover, if any impurities were present in the dissolved solid substance, the same will
also be present when it is recovered by evaporation. This, however, is not so in the case of crystallisation.

The process of separation called ‘crystallisation’ gives us proper crystals (solid particles with flat sides),
and impurities also get removed in it. So, in a way, crystallisation is a method of purifying solid substances
in which crystals of the pure substance are formed.

The process of crystallisation also begins by evaporating the liquid mixture by heating  but it is not
continued till dryness. Rather, when the solution becomes sufficiently concentrated (or saturated), heating
is stopped and hot concentrated solution is allowed to cool slowly. After some time, the crystals of pure
solid substance appear in the solution. Keeping these points in mind, let us study the process of crystallisation
in somewhat detail.

4. Purification by Crystallisation

The process of cooling a hot, concentrated solution of a substance to obtain crystals is called
crystallisation. The process of crystallisation is used for obtaining a pure solid substance from impure
sample. This is done as follows :

1. The impure solid substance is dissolved in the minimum amount of water to form a solution.
2. The solution is filtered to remove insoluble impurities.
3. The clear solution is heated gently on a water bath till a concentrated solution or saturated solution

is obtained (This can be tested by dipping a glass rod in hot solution from time to time. When small
crystals form on the glass rod, the solution is saturated). Then stop heating.

4. Allow the hot, saturated solution to cool slowly.
5. Crystals of pure solid are formed. Impurities remain dissolved in solution.
6. Separate the crystals of pure solid by filtration and dry.

China
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Steam

Boiling
water

Beaker

Wire
gauze

Burner
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stand

Dye
(which was
present in ink)

( )a ( )b

Figure 72. Separation of ‘dye’ from ink by the process of evaporation.
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As an example, we will describe the purification of an impure sample of copper sulphate to obtain pure
copper sulphate.

To Obtain Pure Copper Sulphate From an Impure Sample
Impure copper sulphate can be purified by the method of crystallisation to obtain pure copper sulphate.

This is done as follows :

1. Take about 10 grams of impure copper sulphate and dissolve it in minimum amount of water in a
china dish to make copper sulphate solution.

2. Filter the copper sulphate solution to remove insoluble impurities.

Burner

( )a ( )b

China
dish

Copper
sulphate
solution

Steam

Boiling
waterBeaker

Wire
gauze

Tripod
stand

Copper
sulphate
crystals

Figure 73. Purification of impure copper sulphate by crystallisation.

3. Heat the copper sulphate solution gently on a water bath [as shown in Figure 73(a)] to evaporate
water and obtain a saturated solution (This can be tested by dipping a glass rod in hot solution from
time to time. When  small crystals form on the glass rod, the solution is saturated). Then stop heating.

4. Allow the hot, saturated solution of copper sulphate to cool slowly.

5. Crystals of pure copper sulphate are formed [see Figure 73(b)]. Impurities remain behind in the
solution.

6. Separate the copper sulphate crystals from solution by filtration and dry.

Figure 74. Copper sulphate solution being
evaporated over a water bath so as to obtain
a saturated solution of copper sulphate.

Figure 75. When the hot, saturated solution of copper
sulphate is cooled slowly, crystals of pure copper
sulphate are formed. The above picture shows copper
sulphate crystals thus obtained.
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The process of crystallisation is used to purify a large number of water soluble solids. For example, the
common salt obtained from sea-water is an impure substance having many impurities in it. So, common
salt is purified by the process of crystallisation. An impure sample of alum is also purified by crystallisation.

Crystallisation is a better technique than ‘evaporation to dryness’ because of the following reasons :

(i) Some solids (like sugar) decompose or get charred on heating to dryness during evaporation. There
is no such problem in crystallisation.

(ii) The soluble impurities do not get removed in the process of  evaporation. But such impurities get
removed in crystallisation.

5. Separation by Chromatography

Chromatography is a technique of separating two (or more) dissolved solids which  are present in a
solution in very small quantities. There are many types of chromatography but the simplest form is the
paper chromatography. So, we will study only paper chromatography in this class. By using paper
chromatography, we can separate two (or more) different substances present in the same solution. This
separation is based on the fact that though two (or more) substances are soluble in the same solvent
(say, water) but their solubilities may be different. Some may be more soluble than the others. For example,
black ink contains a number of dyes dissolved in water. These dyes have different solubilities in water.
This fact is used to separate the dyes present in black ink.

It is most easy to perform chromatography experiments with the mixtures of coloured materials like
‘inks’ and other ‘dyes’ because they separate to give coloured components which can be seen easily as
coloured spots on the paper. A special type of paper called ‘chromatography paper’ is used for carrying
out separations by chromatography. For ordinary purposes, however, filter paper can also be used for
paper chromatography experiments. We will now describe the process of separation of dissolved solids
from a solution by paper chromatography by taking the example of black ink. Black ink is a mixture of
several coloured substances (or dyes) which can be separated by paper chromatography.

To Separate the Dyes Present in Black Ink

The different coloured dyes present in black ink can be separated by performing a paper chromatography
experiment as follows :

1. Take a thin and long strip of filter paper. Draw a pencil line on it, about 3 centimetres from one end.

2. Put a small drop of black ink on the filter paper strip at the centre of the pencil line [see Figure 76(a)].
Let the ink dry.

Strip of
filter
paper

Spot of
black ink

Pencil
line

Glass
rod

Cellotape

Glass
jar

Water

Water
rises
up

taking
dyes
along
with

it

Different
coloured
spots of
dyes
separated
from
black ink

( )a ( )b ( )c ( )d

Chromatogram

Figure 76. Separation of the ‘dyes’ in black ink by paper chromatography.
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3. When the drop of ink has dried, the filter paper strip is lowered into a tall glass jar containing some
water in its lower part (keeping the pencil line at the bottom). The  filter paper strip is held vertically by
attaching its upper end to a glass rod with cellotape (the glass rod being kept over the mouth of glass jar).
Please note that though the lower end of the paper strip should dip in water but the pencil line (having
dried ink spot on it) should remain above the water level in the jar [see Figure 76(b)].

4. The water gradually rises up the filter paper strip by capillary action. As water moves up the paper
strip, it takes along the dyes present in  ink. The dye which is more soluble in water dissolves first, rises
faster and produces a coloured spot on the paper at a higher position. The less soluble dyes dissolve a little
later, rise slower and form coloured spots at lower heights. In this way, all the dyes present in black ink get
separated (by forming separate different coloured spots) [see Figure 76(c)].

5. When the water reaches near the  top end of the filter paper strip, the paper strip is removed from the
jar and dried. The paper with its separate coloured spots is called a chromatogram [see Figure 76(d)].

6. The chromatogram obtained by using black ink in this experiment has three coloured spots on it [see
Figure 76(d)]. This means that the given sample of black ink has three different dyes mixed in it.

Chromatography is an important tool in chemical analysis. It is used to separate small amounts of
dissolved substances. Some of the important applications (or
uses) of chromatography are given below :

(i) Chromatography is used to separate solutions of
coloured substances (dyes and pigments).

(ii) Chromatography is used in forensic science to detect
and identify trace amounts of substances (like poisons)
in the contents of bladder or stomach.

(iii) Chromatography is used to separate small amounts of
products of chemical reactions.

6. Separation by Distillation

We can obtain salt from salt-water mixture (or salt solution) by evaporation but water cannot be recovered
during evaporation, it is lost into the air. In order to recover both, salt as well as water, from a salt-water
mixture (or salt solution), the process of distillation is used.

Distillation is the process of heating a liquid to form vapour, and then cooling the vapour to get
back liquid. Distillation can be represented as :

Liquid Vapour (or Gas)
Heating

Cooling

The liquid obtained by condensing the vapour is called ‘distillate’. From this discussion we conclude
that in order to obtain both, solid as well as liquid from the ‘mixture of a solid and a liquid’, the process of
distillation has to be used. When the homogeneous mixture of solid and a liquid is heated in a closed
distillation flask, the liquid, being volatile, forms vapour. The vapours of liquid are passed through a
‘condenser’ where they get cooled and condense to form pure liquid. This pure liquid is collected in a
separate vessel. The solid, being non-volatile, remains behind in the distillation flask.

Before we describe the process of distillation, we should know something about the ‘water condenser’
which is also known as ‘Liebig condenser’. The water condenser is a long glass  tube surrounded by a
wider glass tube (called water jacket) having an inlet and outlet for water. During distillation, cold water
from tap is circulated through the  outer tube of condenser. This water takes away heat from the hot
vapour passing through the inner tube of condenser and causes its condensation (vapour to liquid change).

We will now describe how a ‘salt and water mixture’ (or ‘salt-solution’) can be separated into ‘salt’ and
‘water’ by distillation.

Figure 77. Chromatographic separation of black
ink.
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To Separate the Salt-Water Mixture (or Salt-Solution)

A mixture of common salt and water can be separated completely by the process of distillation. The
apparatus used for distillation is shown in Figure 78.

The salt and water mixture is taken in the distillation flask A and heated (see Figure 78.). On heating,
water forms vapours (steam) which rise up and come out through the side tube B of the distillation flask,
and go into water condenser C. Cold water from the tap is circulated through the outer tube of condenser

Burner

Tripod
stand

Salt and
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(Salt-solution) Wire

gauze

Water vapour
(Steam)

Distillation
flask

Thermometer

Water out
(to sink)

Water
condenser

Water in
(from tap)

Pure
water

D

B

A
C

Beaker

Figure 78. Separation by distillation. Here a mixture of salt and water (or salt-solution)
is being separated by distillation.

for cooling the vapours. The hot water vapours get cooled in the condenser to form pure water which
trickles down from the condenser and collects in  the beaker D. This pure water is called distilled water.
Since the salt is non-volatile (it does not form vapours on heating), so it remains behind in the distillation
flask. (Some porcelain pieces are put in the distillation flask in the beginning to have uniform boiling
throughout the solution and avoid bumping of the solution due to uneven heating).

Figure 79. A student carrying out the process
of distillation in the laboratory to separate salt-
water mixture.

Figure 80. Sea water is a mixture of salts and water. In hot and arid
countries (having little or no rain), distillation technique is used on
a large scale to remove salts from sea water so as to obtain drinking
water. This process is carried out in a desalination plant. The above
picture shows a desalination plant which produces large quantities of
drinking water from sea water in Bahrain.
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From the above discussion we conclude that distillation can be used to separate a liquid from dissolved
non-volatile solids. Now, ordinary tap water always contains  some dissolved salts in it and is never pure.
So, pure water or distilled water is made from tap water by the process of distillation. There are many
coastal areas where drinking  water is not available in adequate quantity. The process of distillation is
used to obtain drinking water from sea-water in many countries.

Distillation can also be used to separate a mixture of two miscible liquids having different boiling
points. The liquid having lower boiling point distils over first, and the liquid having higher boiling point
distils later. Each liquid, however, contains some amount of the other liquid, so a complete separation of
two miscible liquids cannot be done by simple distillation. For the complete separation of two (or more)
miscible liquids, the process of fractional distillation  is used.

SEPARATION OF MIXTURE OF TWO (OR MORE) LIQUIDS
All the mixtures containing two (or more) liquids can be separated by one of the following two methods :
(i) By the process of fractional distillation.

(ii) By using a separating funnel.

Before we discuss the separation of mixtures containing two (or more) liquids, we should know the
meaning of ‘miscible liquids’ and ‘immiscible liquids’. This is given below.

Those liquids which mix together in all proportions and form a single layer (when put in a container),
are called miscible liquids. Alcohol and water are miscible liquids because they mix together in all proportions
and form a single layer on mixing (The scientific name of common alcohol is ethanol). Water and acetone are
also miscible liquids (The scientific name of acetone is propanone). A mixture of miscible liquids is
separated by the process of fractional distillation.

Those liquids which do not mix with each other and form separate layers (when put in a container),
are called immiscible liquids. Oil and water are immiscible liquids because they do not mix with each
other, and form separate layers on mixing (oil can be mustard oil, groundnut oil, kerosene oil, etc.) Water
being heavier forms the lower layer, and oil being lighter forms the upper layer. Petrol and water are also
immiscible liquids. A mixture of immiscible liquids is separated by using an apparatus called separating
funnel. We will now describe the separation of mixtures containing two (or more) liquids in detail.

1. Separation by Fractional Distillation

Fractional distillation is the process of separating two (or more) miscible liquids by distillation, the
distillate being collected in fractions boiling at different temperatures. A mixture of two miscible liquids
can be separated by the process of fractional distillation. The separation of two liquids by fractional
distillation depends on the difference in their boiling points. Fractional distillation is carried out by
using a fractionating column.

A simple fractionating column is a long vertical glass tube filled with glass beads (see Figure 81). The
glass beads provide a large surface area for hot vapours to cool and   condense repeatedly. In most simple
terms, a fractionating column can be regarded as an arrangement for providing different temperature
zones inside it (during distillation), the highest temperature being at the bottom of the column and the
lowest temperature near its top. The fractionating column is fitted in the neck of the distillation flask
containing the mixture of liquids to be separated. We will now take one example to understand how a
mixture of miscible liquids is separated by fractional distillation.

To Separate a Mixture of Alcohol and Water

Alcohol (or ethanol), and water are miscible liquids. The boiling point of alcohol is 78°C and the boiling
point of water is 100°C. Since the boiling points of alcohol and water are different, therefore, a mixture of
alcohol and water can be separated by fractional distillation. The apparatus used for fractional distillation
of alcohol and water mixture is shown in Figure 81.
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Figure 81. Separation of a mixture of two miscible liquids (here alcohol and water) by fractional distillation.

The mixture of alcohol and water is heated in a distillation flask fitted with a fractionating column (see
Figure 81). When the mixture is heated, both alcohol and water form vapours as their boiling points approach.
The alcohol vapour and water vapour rise up in the
fractionating column. The upper part of the fractionating
column is cooler, so as the hot vapours rise up in the column,
they get cooled, condense and trickle back into the distillation
flask. As the experiment goes on, the fractionating column
warms up by the heat released by the condensed vapours. After
some time, a temperature gradient is created in the fractionating
column, the temperature at the top of the column being much
less than at its bottom.

When the temperature at the top of the fractionating
column reaches 78°C (which is the boiling point of alcohol),
then alcohol vapour passes into the condenser, gets cooled
and collects in a beaker kept at the other end of the condenser
(see Figure 81). The alcohol-water mixture is kept boiling at
such a rate that the thermometer shows the boiling point of
alcohol (78°C). In this way, all the alcohol distils over and gets
separated.  It is collected as the first fraction.

Please note that when thermometer is showing the boiling
point of alcohol (78°C), no water distils over. This is due to the
fact that the temperature at the top of the fractionating column
(78°C) is much less than the boiling point of water, which is
100°C. So, all the water vapour condenses before reaching the

Figure 82. This photograph shows the students
carrying out fractional distillation in the laboratory
to separate a mixture of alcohol and water.
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top of the fractionating column and falls back into the distillation flask.

Having collected the alcohol fraction, the flask is heated more strongly so that the thermometer
shows a temperature of 100°C, which is the boiling point of water. When the temperature at the top of
the fractionating column becomes 100°C, water vapour passes into the condenser, gets cooled and
condenses. This pure water is collected in another beaker as the second fraction. Heating is continued till
all the water distils over. In this way, the alcohol-water mixture has been separated into two fractions
boiling at 78ºC and 100°C, respectively.

It is clear from the above discussion that by using fractional distillation, a mixture of two (or more)
miscible liquids can be separated completely. Fractional distillation separates the various liquids according
to their boiling points : the more volatile liquid (having lower boiling point) distils over first, and the
less volatile liquid (having higher boiling point) distils over later. Acetone and water are miscible liquids.
The boiling point of acetone is 56°C and the boiling point of water is 100°C. So, a mixture of acetone and
water can be separated by fractional distillation. Please note that a mixture of more than two miscible
liquids can also be separated by fractional distillation (provided they all have different boiling points).
For example, a mixture of acetone, alcohol and water can be separated by fractional distillation.

Applications of Fractional Distillation
1. Fractional distillation is used to separate mixtures of miscible liquids (like alcohol-water mixture

and acetone-water mixture) in the laboratory.
2. Fractional distillation is used to separate crude oil ‘petroleum’ into useful fractions such as kerosene,

petrol and diesel, etc.
3. Fractional distillation (of liquid air) is used to separate gases of the air.

Separation of the Gases of the Air

Air is a mixture of gases like nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide, helium, neon, krypton, and
xenon, etc. The major component of air is nitrogen (78.03%). The second major component of air is oxygen
(20.99%), and the third major component of air is argon (0.93%). All the remaining gases of air constitute
only 0.05% of air. Nitrogen is used for making fertilisers. Oxygen is used for making steel in factories, and
in hospitals (to help patients having breathing difficulties). Argon is filled in electric bulbs. All these gases
are obtained from air on a large scale. This is because air is the cheapest source of these gases. The various
gases of air are separated from one another by the fractional distillation of liquid air. This separation is
based on the fact that the different gases of air have different boiling points (when in liquid form). The
boiling points of the three major gases of air, nitrogen, oxygen and argon, are given below :

Gas Boiling point

(of liquefied gas)

Nitrogen –196°C (Lowest boiling point)

Argon –186°C

Oxygen –183°C (Highest boiling point)

Liquid air is an extremely cold liquid. Liquid air contains all the component gases in the liquid form.
When liquid air is warmed gradually during fractional distillation, the various liquefied gases present in it
boil off at different temperatures (according to their boiling points) and collected separately at different
heights in the fractional distillation column. We will now describe how gaseous air is converted into liquid
air, and how the three major components, nitrogen, oxygen and argon, are separated from it.

Air is separated into its component gases in the following steps :
1. The air is first filtered to remove dust, then water vapour and carbon dioxide are removed (If water

vapour and carbon dioxide are not removed, they would become solid in the cooling process and
block the pipes).
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2. Air is compressed to a high pressure and then
cooled. This cooled air is then allowed to expand
quickly into a chamber through a jet. This expansion
cools the air even more.

3. The process of compression, cooling and rapid
expansion of air is repeated again and again making
the air more and more cool. Ultimately the air gets
so cooled that it turns into a liquid. In this way,
liquid air is obtained.

4. The liquid air is fed into a tall fractional distillation
column from near its bottom and warmed up
slowly.

(a) Liquid nitrogen (present in liquid air) has the
lowest boiling point of, –196°C. So, on warming,
liquid nitrogen boils off first to form nitrogen
gas. This nitrogen gas is collected from the top
part of the fractional distillation column.

(b) Liquid argon (present in liquid air) has a slightly
higher boiling point of, –186°C. So, liquid argon boils off next and collected as argon gas in the
middle part of the fractional distillation column.

(c) Liquid oxygen (present in liquid air) has a still higher boiling point of, –183°C. So, liquid oxygen
boils off last and collected as oxygen gas from the bottom of the fractional distillation column.

A flow diagram showing the main processes involved in obtaining different gases from air is given
below :

       
Air Liquid Air

Compression,
cooling, and
rapid expansion

Allow to warm up

(Fractional distillaton
column)

Nitrogen
(B.P. –196°C)

Argon
(B.P. 186°C)–
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(B.P. 183°C)–

Boils
second

Boil
s fir

st
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Figure 84. Separation of the major gases of air.

2. Separation by a Separating Funnel

A mixture of two immiscible liquids can be separated by using a separating funnel (shown in Figure
85). A separating funnel is a special type of funnel which has a stop-cock (or tap) in its stem to allow the
flow of a liquid from it, or to stop the flow of liquid from it. The separation of two immiscible liquids by
a separating funnel depends on the difference in their densities. We will now describe how a mixture of
two immiscible liquids is separated by using a separating funnel.

The mixture of two immiscible liquids is put in a separating funnel and allowed to stand for some time.
The mixture separates into two layers according to the densities of the liquids in it. The heavier liquid or
denser liquid (having higher density) forms the lower layer whereas the lighter liquid (having lower density)
forms the upper layer (see Figure 85). On opening the stop-cock of separating funnel, the lower layer of
heavier liquid comes out first and collected in a beaker. When the lower layer of heavier liquid has completely

Figure 83. Gases from the air are separated in this
Fractional Distillation Plant.
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run off, the stop-cock is closed. The lighter liquid in the upper layer is collected in a separate beaker by
opening the stop-cock again.

Water and kerosene oil are two immiscible liquids. So, a mixture of water and kerosene can be separated
by using a separating funnel. When the mixture of water and kerosene is put in a separating funnel, it
forms two layers. Water, being heavier, forms the lower layer in the separating funnel whereas kerosene,
being lighter, forms the upper layer (see Figure 85). On opening the stop-cock of separating funnel, the
lower layer of water comes out first and collected in a beaker. When the water layer has completely run off,
then the stop-cock is closed. The kerosene is left behind in the separating funnel. It can be removed in a
separate beaker by opening the stop-cock again.

A mixture of petrol and water can also be separated by using a separating funnel. Petrol and water
are immiscible liquids so they form two layers in the separating funnel. Water being heavier, forms the
lower layer whereas petrol being lighter, forms the upper layer. On opening the stop-cock of separating
funnel, the lower layer of water comes out first and collected in a beaker. When the water layer has
completely run off, then the stop-cock is closed. The petrol is left behind in the separating funnel. It can be
collected in a separate beaker by opening the stop-cock again.

Please note that groundnut oil (or cooking oil), and mustard oil are also immiscible with water. So, a
mixture of groundnut oil (or cooking oil) and water can be separated by using a separating funnel. Similarly,
a mixture of mustard oil and water can also be separated by using a separating funnel. It should be noted
that both, groundnut oil and mustard oil, are lighter than water and hence form upper layer in the separating
funnel. Please note that there are two differences in the properties of oil (like kerosene oil, mustard oil,
groundnut oil, etc.) and water which enable their separation by a separating funnel. These are :

(i) oil and water are immiscible liquids, and
(ii) oil and water have different densities.

Mercury, carbon disulphide, chloroform, benzene and ether are also immiscible with water. So, a mixture
of mercury and water ; carbon disulphide and water ; chloroform and water ; benzene and water, or ether
and water, can be separated by using a separating funnel. Please remember that mercury, carbon disulphide
and chloroform are heavier than water but benzene and ether are lighter than water.

Stop-cock

Separating funnel

Figure 85. Separation of two immiscible
liquids by using a separating funnel.

Lighter liquid
(like kerosene)

Heavier liquid
(like water)

Beaker

Heavier liquid
(like water) Figure 86. This photograph shows a student separating

a mixture of oil and water by using a separating funnel.
The water has been coloured pink so that it shows up
more clearly in the photograph.
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A mixture of more than two immiscible liquids can also be separated by using a separating funnel.
For example, a mixture of mercury, water and benzene can be separated in this way. When a mixture of
mercury, water and benzene is put in a separating funnel, it separates into three layers. Mercury, being
heaviest liquid, forms the bottom layer, water forms the middle layer, and benzene, being lightest, forms
the top layer. On opening the stop-cock, mercury will run out first, followed by water and then benzene.
This type of separation (in which the heavier liquid forms lower layer and lighter liquid forms upper layer)
is useful in industry. For example, during the extraction of iron in the blast furnace, the heavier molten iron
forms the lower layer at the base of blast furnace whereas the lighter slag (molten waste material) forms a
separate layer on the top of molten iron. The two layers can be ‘tapped’ off separately from the blast
furnace.

Separation of Mixtures by Using More Than One Method

A mixture which has only two components (or constituents) can be usually separated by a single method.
On the other hand, a  mixture which has more than two components can be separated into individual
components by a combination of methods of separation. These methods are applied turn by turn. The
separation of  mixtures by using a combination of methods will become clear from the following examples.

Sample Problem 1. How will you separate iron filings, ammonium chloride and sand from their mixture ?

Answer. Whenever we want to separate the components of a mixture, we should first find out some
properties which are different for different components. In this question we have three components to be
separated. These are : iron filings, ammonium chloride and sand. Now, iron is attracted by a magnet whereas
ammonium chloride undergoes sublimation. But sand does not have any of these properties. So, this
difference in the properties of iron filings, ammonium chloride and sand will be used to separate them
from their mixture.

The mixture containing iron filings, ammonium chloride and sand is separated as follows :

(i) Iron filings are attracted by a magnet so they are removed by the method of magnetic separation.
When a magnet is moved in this mixture, iron filings cling to the magnet and get separated. We are then
left with ammonium chloride and sand.

(ii) Ammonium chloride sublimes on heating whereas sand does not sublime. So, ammonium chloride
is separated from sand by the process of sublimation. When the mixture containing ammonium chloride
and sand is heated, then ammonium chloride forms vapours easily. These vapours on cooling give pure
ammonium chloride. Sand is left behind.

From the above discussion we conclude that a mixture of iron filings, ammonium chloride and sand
has been separated into its components by a combination of two methods : magnetic separation and
sublimation. Please note that we have given so many details in answering this question just to make you understand
clearly. There is no need for the students to write so many details while writing their answers.

Sample Problem 2. Describe a method of separating common salt from a mixture of common salt and
chalk powder.

Answer. This mixture contains two constituents : common salt and chalk powder. Now, common salt is
soluble in water whereas chalk powder is insoluble in water. So, this difference in their solubility will be
used to separate them. This is done as follows :

(i) Some water is added to the mixture of common salt and chalk powder, and stirred. Common salt
dissolves in water to form salt solution whereas chalk powder remains undissolved.

(ii) On filtering, chalk powder is obtained as a residue on the filter paper and salt solution is obtained
as filtrate.

(iii) The salt solution (filtrate) is evaporated to dryness when common salt is left behind.
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Sample Problem 3. You are given a mixture of sand, water and mustard oil. How will you separate the
components of this mixture ?

Answer. This mixture contains three components : sand, water and mustard oil. Now, sand is a solid
which is insoluble in water as well as mustard oil. Water and mustard oil are immiscible liquids.

(i) The mixture of sand, water and mustard oil is filtered. Sand is left on the filter paper as residue.
Water and mustard oil collect as filtrate.

(ii) The filtrate containing water and mustard oil is put in a separating funnel. Water forms the lower
layer and mustard oil forms the upper layer in separating funnel. The lower layer of water is run out first
by opening the stop-cock of the separating funnel. Mustard oil remains behind in the separating funnel and
can be removed separately.

We are now in a position to answer the following questions :

  Very Short Answer Type Questions

1. Name the solvent you would use to separate a mixture of sulphur and carbon.
2. Name the process you would use to separate ammonium chloride from a mixture of sodium chloride and

ammonium chloride.
3. Which method can be used to separate a mixture of naphthalene and common salt ?
4. Name the process you would use to separate a mixture of anthracene and copper sulphate ?
5. Name the property of any one of the components which can be used for separating the following mixture :

Salt and Camphor
6. What type of magnet is fitted on a crane to separate scrap iron objects from a heap of waste materials in

factories ?
7. Name the property of one of the constituents which can be used to separate a mixture of salt and iodine
8. Name the process you would use to separate a mixture of two miscible liquids (like acetone and water).
9. What difference in the property of two miscible liquids enables their separation by fractional distillation ?

10. Name one pair of substances whose mixture can be separated by fractional distillation.
11. Name one pair of liquids which can be separated by using a separating funnel.
12. State whether the following statements are true or false :

(a) Alcohol can be separated from a mixture of alcohol and water by a separating funnel.
(b) Salt and water can be recovered from an aqueous salt solution by the process of evaporation.

13. Name the source from which nitrogen and oxygen are obtained on a large scale.
14. Name the process by which the various gases of the air are separated.
15. A carpenter wants to separate iron nails from saw-dust. Which method of separation should he choose ?
16. Name any two solid substances whose mixture can be separated by sublimation.
17. Name one pair of substances whose mixture can be separated completely by distillation.
18. How will you separate a mixture of chalk powder and water ?
19. Name the process which can be used to separate a mixture of salt solution and sand.
20. Name the process which can be used to recover salt from an aqueous salt solution.
21. Name the process which is used in milk dairies to separate cream from milk.
22. State one application of centrifugation.
23. What is the general name of the process by which tea-leaves are separated from prepared tea ?
24. Name the process you would use to separate a mixture of water and alcohol.
25. Name the apparatus you would use to separate oil from water.
26. What differences in the properties of oil and water enable their separation by a separating funnel ?
27. (a) Name the process by which common salt is obtained from sea-water.

(b) Name the process by which common salt is purified.
28. Name the process which can be used to purify an impure sample of copper sulphate.
29. (a) Name the process by which all the dye can be recovered from black ink.

(b) Name the process by which the various ‘dyes’ (coloured materials) present in black ink  can be separated.
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30. Which technique is used in a washing machine to squeeze out water from wet clothes while drying ?
31. Which technique can be used to detect and identify traces of poison present in the stomach wash of a

person ?
32. Fill in the following blanks with suitable words :

(a) Miscible liquids are separated by .....................
(b) Immiscible liquids are separated by using a .....................
(c) A mixture of kerosene and petrol can be separated by .....................
(d) The separation of liquids by fractional distillation is based on the difference in their .....................
(e) The gases of air can be separated by fractional distillation of liquid air because they have different..............
(f) A heterogeneous mixture of liquid and solid is conveniently separated by...............
(g) If a mixture contains iron filings as one of the constituents, it can be separated by using a................ .

 Short Answer Type Questions
33. How will you separate a mixture containing sand and sugar ?
34. What difference in the properties of common salt and sand would enable you to separate a mixture of these

two substances ?
35. Describe a method to separate a mixture of common salt and sand.
36. How would you separate a mixture of sugar and salt ?
37. How will you separate a mixture of sodium chloride and sand ?
38. Write a method to separate a mixture of sand and potash alum.
39. How would you obtain sodium chloride from a mixture of sodium chloride and sulphur without using

water ?
40. How would you separate iodine from a mixture of iodine and common salt ?
41. Describe a method to separate a mixture of camphor and sand.
42. How will you separate a mixture of iron filings and powdered carbon ?
43. How will you separate a mixture of iron filings and sulphur powder without using carbon disulphide ?
44. How is scrap iron separated from a heap of waste materials in factories ?
45. How is the impurity of iron present in several substances removed in industries ?
46. How will you separate iron pins from sand ?
47. How will you separate a mixture of common salt, sulphur powder and sand ?
48. A mixture contains water, kerosene and sand. How will you separate this mixture ?
49. Describe the method of separating a mixture containing common salt, sand and ammonium chloride.
50. How will you separate camphor, common salt and iron nails from their mixture ?
51. You are given a mixture of water, groundnut oil and common salt. How will you separate groundnut oil

and common salt from it ?
52. Discuss the method of separating a mixture containing chalk powder, iron filings and naphthalene.
53. Describe the various steps involved in the separation of iodine, iron filings and salt from a mixture.
54. How will you separate a mixture of iron filings, chalk powder and common salt ?
55. How will you separate common salt, sand and iron filings from their mixture ?
56. How will you separate a mixture of kerosene oil and water ? Explain with the help of a labelled diagram.
57. How will you separate water from mustard oil ?
58. How will you separate a mixture of cooking oil (groundnut oil) and water ?
59. How will you separate a mixture of mercury, oil and water ?
60. Describe a method for separating a mixture of iron filings and sulphur powder other than that by using a

magnet.
61. How is cream separated from milk ?
62. Explain how, impure copper sulphate can be purified by crystallisation.
63. Which method is better for recovering sugar from sugar solution : evaporation or crystallisation ? Give reason

for your answer.
64. What is chromatography ? State its two applications.
65. Which of the following can be separated by using a separating funnel and which cannot be separated by

using a separating funnel ?
(a) water and kerosene mixture
(b) water and acetone mixture
Give reasons for your answer.
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 Long Answer Type Questions
66. With the help of a labelled diagram, describe the method of separating ammonium chloride from a mixture

of ammonium chloride and common salt. Mention the difference in the properties of ammonium chloride
and sodium chloride which has made this separation possible.

67. How can you obtain pure water from a salt-water mixture (or salt-solution) ? Draw a neat and labelled
diagram of the apparatus you would use to obtain pure water from a salt-water mixture (or salt-solution).

68. How is water purified on a large scale at water works ? Explain with the help of a labelled diagram. Name
the substance which is added to kill germs in the drinking water supply ?

69. (a) What is fractional distillation ? What is the use of fractionating column in fractional distillation ?
(b) Draw a labelled diagram of the fractional distillation apparatus used for separating a mixture of alcohol

and water.
70. (a) Explain how, nitrogen, oxygen and argon gases are separated from air.

(b) Draw a flow diagram of the processes involved in obtaining gases like nitrogen, oxygen and argon from
air.

  Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)

71. A mixture of milk and groundnut oil can be separated by :
(a) sublimation (b) evaporation (c) separating funnel (d) filtration

72. Which of the following mixture cannot be separated by using water as the solvent ?
(a) copper sulphate and sand (b) sand and potash alum
(c) sand and sulphur  (d) sugar and sand

73. The chemical which can be used to separate a mixture of carbon powder and sulphur powder successfully
is :
(a) carbon dioxide (b) hydrochloric acid (c) hydrogen sulphide (d) carbon disulphide

74. The dyes present in fountain pen ink can be separated by the technique of :
(a) fractional distillation (b) infrared photography (c) crystallisation (d) chromatography

75. Pure copper sulphate can be obtained from an impure sample by the process of :
(a) evaporation (b) fractional distillation (c) centrifugation (d) crystallisation

76. The material which is added to water during purification process at the water works so as to disinfect it is :
(a) potassium permanganate   (b) betadine (c) chlorine (d) potash alum

77. The technique which is used to separate particles of a solid suspended in a liquid quickly is called :
(a) decantation (b) centrifugation (c) sedimentation (d) filtration

78. Naphthalene can be separated from sand :
(a) by sublimation (b) by distillation
(c) by crystallisation (d) by using water as solvent

79. Which of the following cannot be separated from air by the process of fractional distillation ?
(a) oxygen (b) argon (c) hydrogen (d) nitrogen

80. The correct increasing order of the boiling points of liquid oxygen, liquid argon and liquid nitrogen present
in liquid air is :
(a) nitrogen, oxygen, argon (b) nitrogen, argon, oxygen
(c) argon, oxygen, nitrogen (d) oxygen, argon, nitrogen

81. The boiling point of liquid argon is :
(a) –196°C (b) –183°C (c) –186°C (d) –193°C

82. You are given a mixture of iodine in alcohol called tincture iodine. Which method will you use to recover
both, iodine as well as alcohol, from this mixture ?
(a) evaporation (b) simple distillation (c) fractional distillation (d) crystallisation

83. The best way to recover sugar from an aqueous sugar solution is :
(a) evaporation to dryness  (b) distillation (c) filtration (d) crystallisation

84. One of the following does not undergo sublimation. This one is :
(a) camphor (b) dry ice (c) silica (d) iodine

85. Which one of the following scrap metal cannot be separated by magnetic separation ?
(a) nickel (b) cobalt (c) chromium (d) steel
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 Questions Based on High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)
86. The liquid air has three components X, Y and Z whose boiling points are : –186°C, –183°C and –196°C,

respectively. When liquid air is fed into a tall fractional distillation column from near its bottom and warmed
up slowly :
(a) Which component will be collected from near the bottom of the fraction distillation column ? Why ?
(b) Which component will be collected from the top part of the fractional distillation column ? Why ?
(c) Which component will be collected from the middle part of the fractional distillation column ? Why ?
(d) What could the component X, Y and Z be ?

87. There are three liquids A, B and C, all having different densities and different boiling points. Liquids A and
C are organic in nature whereas liquid B is considered to be inorganic. When liquids A and B are put
together in a container, they form a single layer. On the other hand, when, liquids B and C are mixed, they
form two separate layers :
(a) Which process will you use to separate a mixture of A and B ?
(b) Which method will you use to separate a mixture of B and C ?
(c) Name the liquids which would behave like (i) A (ii) B and (iii) C.

88. A solid mixture contains four constituents P, Q, R and S. P consists of tiny grains and it is mixed with
cement for plastering the walls. Q is a white solid which is recovered on a large scale from sea water by the
process of evaporation. R is in the form of tiny particles of a material whose corrosion is called rusting. And
S is a white solid which is used in making ordinary dry cells.
(a) What could P, Q, R and S be ?
(b) How would you separate a mixture containing P, Q, R and S ?

89. Tincture of iodine is a mixture of two materials X and Y. The material Y has a property that its solid form
can be converted directly into vapours on heating by a process called Z.
(a) What could X be ?
(b) What could Y be ?
(c) Name the process Z.
(d) Which process would you use to recover both the components X and Y from tincture of iodine ?
(e) Which process can be used to recover only component Y from tincture of iodine ?

90. The given mixture contains three constituents A, B and C. The constituent A is a yellow coloured, solid
element which dissolves in a liquid D. The constituent B is a blue coloured salt which is insoluble in liquid
D but dissolves easily in another liquid E. The constitudent C is a liquid which is used in cooking food and
forms a solid fat on hydrogenation.
(a) What do you think could (i) constituent A, and (ii) liquid D be ?
(b) What could (i) constituent B, and (ii) liquid E be ?
(c) What could liquid C be ?
(d) How will you separate the mixture containing A, B and C ?

ANSWERS
5. Camphor undergoes sublimation 9. Different boiling points 10. Alcohol and Water 11. Oil and
Water 12. (a) False (b) False 13. Air 16. Ammonium chloride and Sodium chloride 17. Salt and
Water 23. Filtration 29. (a) Evaporation (b) Chromatography 32. (a) fractional distillation (b) separating
funnel (c) fractional distillation (d) boiling points (e) boiling points (f) centrifugation (g) magnet
39. Use carbon disulphide to dissolve sulphur. Sodium chloride is insoluble in carbon disulphide. On filtering,
sodium chloride is obtained as a residue 71. (c)  72. (c) 73. (d) 74. (d) 75. (d) 76. (c)  77. (b) 78. (a)
79. (c) 80. (b)  81. (c)   82. (b) 83. (d) 84. (c) 85. (c) 86. (a) Y ; It has the highest boiling point of, –183°C
(b) Z ; It has the lowest boiling point of, –196°C    (c) X ; It has a boiling point of, –186°C, which is lower than
that of Y but higher than that of Z (d) X is liquid argon ; Y is liquid oxygen ; Z is liquid nitrogen
87. (a) Fractional distillation (b) Separating funnel (c) (i) Alcohol (ii) Water (iii) Oil 88. (a) P is sand ; Q
is common salt ; R is iron filings ; S is ammonium chloride (b) First separate R (iron filings) by using a
magnet to attract them. Then separate ammonium chloride by sublimation. Shake sand and common salt
with water and filter. Sand obtained as residue. Evaporate filtrate to dryness to obtain common salt
89. (a) Alcohol (b) Iodine  (c) Sublimation (d) Distillation (e) Evaporation 90. (a) (i) Sulphur  (ii) Carbon
disulphide (b) (i) Copper sulphate (ii) Water (c) Vegetable oil (d) Filter the mixture of A, B and C. C (oil)
being liquid will be obtained as a filtrate. Residue consists of A (sulphur) and B (copper sulphate). Add
water, shake and filter. A (sulphur) is obtained as residue. Evaporate filtrate to obtain B (copper sulphate).
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